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The exposure to subzero temperatures, and the associated risk of freezing, is a 
major challenge faced by insects in alpine areas. Those insects that do not move to 
warmer areas to avoid cold temperatures have evolved a range of physiological 
adaptations, traditionally grouped in two main strategies, to cope with the risk of 
freezing: the avoidance of ice in their bodies or the ability to survive such ice forming. 
The cold tolerance strategy of the New Zealand alpine wētā, Hemideina maori, falls 
into the second category. It is the world’s largest known freezing-tolerant insect, 
making the details of how it survives freezing an interesting question. 
Freezing-tolerant insects cope with the cold through a variety of adaptations, 
including the accumulation of low molecular weight cryoprotectants and the 
production of ice-active proteins. These proteins include varieties that initiate the 
formation of ice at higher temperatures than would otherwise occur, inhibit the 
formation of ice (and, according to recent studies, other crystals) and inhibit the 
growth of already formed crystals. While good theories exist, exactly how these 
adaptations allow the survival of ice formation is not yet known at all levels, with 
many potential applications waiting to be unlocked through more thorough 
understanding. 
The Rock and Pillar Range of southern New Zealand is one of the natural 
habitats of H. maori. Temperatures can drop to freezing levels here even in the 
summer, which is likely why H. maori is freezing tolerant throughout the year. While 
the wētā has been investigated in previous studies, this thesis was an attempt to 
investigate more factors involved in freeze tolerance over a wider range of tissues 
throughout the year, to get as complete a picture as possible of its cold tolerance 
strategy. 
Various activities and substances associated with cold tolerance were 
investigated on a tissue-specific and seasonal basis using a variety of methods 
including gas chromatography, high performance liquid chromatography, vapour 
pressure osmometry, protein assays, ice nucleation spectrometry, optical 
recrystallometry, nanolitre osmometry, and the splat freezing assay. Various patterns 
of change were observed on a seasonal and tissue basis, ranging from no change at all 
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to many-fold changes in activities and the accumulation of substances. An unexpected 
pattern of the change in trehalose concentration led to the suggestion of a different 
role for this substance, desiccation survival, in H. maori than what was previously 
thought. The major amino acid accumulated by the wētā was proline, although its role 
in cold tolerance remains unclear. 
No thermal hysteresis activity was found in any tissues at any time of year, 
apart from after extensive concentration through dehydration of the tissue. Strong 
recrystallisation inhibition activity was found throughout the year in the wētā’s gut, 
but its activity was absent in the haemolymph in autumn. This discovery led to the 
suggestion of a novel function in H. maori, possibly related to the control of 
crystallisation of trehalose. Ice nucleation activity was also found throughout the 
year, with the hindgut the likely site of ice formation in the wētā’s body. 
Ice-active agents produced by H. maori were not successfully purified, but 
indications that the factors involved either do not bind to ice or depend on an 
activating compound remain intriguing. An investigation into the location of ice 
within the wētā’s body revealed interesting patterns that hint at the possible ability 
to survive intracellular freezing. A new imaging technique was introduced to insect 
cryobiology, with potentially useful applications. 
Some questions surrounding the details of the cold tolerance strategy of H. 
maori, and the underlying mechanisms for insects in general, remain unanswered, but 
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 The New Zealand alpine wētā (plural: wētā), Hemideina maori, is a large, 
flightless orthopteran, endemic to New Zealand. In the Rock and Pillar Range, it is 
found living under slabs of rock that have broken off from schist outcrops. Alpine 
wētā are fairly long lived insects, with a lifespan of an average of four to five years, 
and speculation that they may live as long as eight years (Leisnham et al., 2003). 
Alongside the wētā, one can also find the New Zealand alpine cockroach, Celatoblatta 
quinquemaculata. These cockroaches are small, weighing 10-130 mg, and are found in 
the thousands at the Rock and Pillar Range (Sinclair et al., 2001; Wharton, 2011). In 
this habitat, both of these species are exposed to highly variable temperatures 
underneath the rocks where they live, which can drop below 0 °C, even in summer 
(Ramløv, 1999; Sinclair, 2001). Temperatures as low as -11 ᵒC have been recorded in 
winter (although they typically do not fall much below -7 ᵒC), and temperatures close 
to -5 ᵒC have been recorded in summer (Sinclair, 2001). 
Since H. maori and C. quinquemaculata are ectotherms without insulation or 
the ability to produce significant amounts of body heat, their body temperature more 
or less track those of their environment (Wharton, 2002). This means that their body 
fluids are frequently exposed to temperatures below their melting points, bringing 
with it the risk of freezing (Ramløv, 1999). The risk of freezing leaves these species 
with two options – move to warmer habitats, or adjust to the cold. 
There are three main cold-tolerance strategies for insects. These are freeze 
avoidance, the most common strategy allowing animals to survive subzero 
temperatures as long as ice does not form in their bodies, freeze tolerance, allowing 
animals to survive the formation of ice in their body cavities, and lastly cryoprotective 
dehydration, a relatively recently described strategy that involves the removal of 
water from the animal to circumvent the formation of ice (Lee, 2010; Sorensen and 
Holmstrup, 2011). 
 
1.1 Freeze avoidance 
Insects, along with other small invertebrates like nematodes, can survive 
subzero temperatures by allowing their body fluids to supercool, meaning they stay 
liquid below the point where they would normally freeze (Block, 1991; Lee and 
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Costanzo, 1998; Wharton, 2002). The temperature at which the supercooled fluids 
freeze is called the supercooling point (SCP), sometimes also described as nucleation 
temperature or temperature of crystallization (Tc). There is great variation in the SCP 
of terrestrial arthropods, ranging from just -2 ᵒC down to -100 ᵒC (Duman et al., 2010; 
Sformo et al., 2010).  
Ice nucleation occurs when an ice nucleus is formed by water molecules 
reaching a critical size. This can occur as the result of two different processes: 
homogenous nucleation or heterogeneous nucleation (Lee and Costanzo, 1998). 
Homogenous nucleation involves the chance aggregation of water molecules into an 
ice nucleus. The longer a solution is supercooled and the lower the temperature, the 
greater are the chances of homogenous nucleation occurring. The volume of 
supercooled solution is also inversely proportional to the chance of an ice nucleus 
forming (Duman et al., 2010). Heterogeneous nucleation, on the other hand, depends 
on the aggregation of water molecules being facilitated by something other than 
water, known as an ice nucleating agent, which increases the chance of the critical 
size being reached (Lee and Costanzo, 1998). 
Many smaller insects tend to supercool extensively, helped by their small size. 
Larger terrestrial arthropods, however, will usually freeze at much higher subzero 
temperatures of -5 to -15 ᵒC (Lee and Costanzo, 1998). In freeze-avoiding animals, the 
SCP also denotes the lowest temperature they can survive at, as the formation of ice 
is, by definition of being freeze avoiding, lethal (Lee, 2010).  
Most freeze-avoiding animals stop feeding to remove ice nucleators (and 
thereby reduce the chances of heterogeneous nucleation) from their body on a 
seasonal basis before the beginning of winter and subzero temperatures (Sømme, 
1982; Zachariassen, 1985; Cannon and Block, 1988; Lee et al., 1996; Duman et al., 
2010). Additionally, many animals also produce antifreeze agents to further reduce 
the freezing point of their body fluids. Many of these antifreeze agents are produced 
seasonally (Duman and Horwath, 1983). 
Two types of antifreeze agents are produced by animals. The first type are 
high-molecular mass molecules, such as antifreeze proteins (AFPs), which suppress 
the freezing point by a non-colligative mechanism. The second are small-molecular 
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mass solutes, such as sugars and polyols, which reduce the freezing point of body 
fluids by a colligative mechanism, by reducing the relative amount of free water 
available for freezing (Wharton, 2002; Duman et al., 2010). Among these low 
molecular weight cryoprotectants, glycerol is the most common. Sorbitol, mannitol, 
and ethylene glycol are also commonly produced (Sømme, 1982). 
1.1.1 Antifreeze proteins 
Antifreeze proteins, as their name suggests, are identified by their function of 
lowering the temperature at which an ice crystal grows (Duman et al., 2010). They 
were initially discovered by DeVries et al. (1970) in Antarctic Notothenioid fishes. 
Since then, these proteins have been found in a wide variety of animals, including 
insects (Patterson and Duman, 1978; Kristiansen et al., 2011), centipedes (Tursman 
and Duman, 1995) and mites (Block and Duman, 1989), as well as in plants (Griffith 
et al., 1992).  
Ice crystals normally grow by water being added to various prism faces, 
allowing the growth front to advance with a broad, low radius of curvature and low 
surface free energy (Duman et al., 2010). AFPs attach to the surface of the ice, thereby 
stopping the growth of ice in the normal low radius of curvature and confining 
growth to the free spaces between the adsorbed AFPs in a high radius of curvature 
front (DeVries, 1971; Raymond and DeVries, 1977; Raymond et al., 1989; Knight et al., 
1991; Duman et al., 2010).  
At these high radius of curvature interfaces, the Kelvin effect (Thompson, 
1871) stops ice crystal growth up to a certain point. The temperature at which the ice 
begins to grow again is called the hysteretic (or hysteresis) freezing point; the 
melting point remains unchanged, though, and the difference between the melting 
and freezing point is known as thermal hysteresis (TH; Raymond et al., 1989; Knight 
et al., 1991; Duman, 2001; Kristiansen and Zachariassen, 2005; Liu et al., 2005; 
Duman et al., 2010; Kristiansen et al., 2011).  
This theory behind the mechanism of TH is known as the adsorption-
inhibition hypothesis (Raymond and DeVries, 1977). Due to specific sites on AFPs 
showing a remarkable structural match to the structure of ice, support for this theory 
is strong (Liou et al., 2000; Jia and Davies, 2002; Kristiansen et al., 2011). Fish AFPs, 
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which generally cause weaker TH activity compared to insect proteins, bind to the 
prism plane faces of ice crystals, whereas those of insects in addition bind to the basal 
plane. This additional binding activity in insect AFPs is thought to be the reason for 
their stronger activity (Raymond and DeVries, 1977; Raymond et al., 1989; Jia and 
Davies, 2002; Pertaya et al., 2008; Duman et al., 2010). 
There is extraordinary structural variation of AFPs, lending weight to the 
belief that they evolved their ice binding properties independently, possibly in 
response to climate change (Fletcher et al., 2001; Jia and Davies, 2002). Their activity 
inhibits homogenous nucleation, limits the activity of ice nucleators and prevents 
inoculative freezing, all of which aid the survival of freeze avoiding organisms (Olsen 
and Duman, 1997a, b; Duman, 2002). 
 
1.2 Freeze tolerance 
It may seem counterintuitive, but trying to avoid freezing may actually be 
riskier than the alternative of surviving the formation of ice in the body. This is due to 
the inherent instability of the supercooled state that freeze-avoiding animals will find 
themselves in at subzero temperatures. While the supercooled state is stabilised to 
some degree by the presence of AFPs, encountering strong ice nucleators or being 
exposed to temperatures low enough to ‘overpower’ the animals’ AFPs will cause ice 
to rapidly spread throughout the body, which usually ends fatally (Mazur, 1984; 
Duman, 2001; Wharton, 2002). Some animals, such as insects and other arthropods, 
molluscs, nematodes, earthworms, frogs and even turtles, instead survive the 
formation of ice within their bodies, to varying degrees (Wharton, 2002). The freezing 
process could be considered the most stressful event at subzero temperatures, 
therefore being able to tolerate the formation of ice, rather than trying to avoid it, 
may be a more reliable survival strategy.  
 At temperatures likely to be encountered by animals in a natural environment, 
not all water will freeze. Some, called ‘osmotically inactive water’, is bound by 
interactions with membranes, proteins or other structures inside the cell. This water 
is not able to move during osmotic stress (hence the name osmotically inactive), and 
makes up about 18% of cell water content. The maximum amount of ice that can form 
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in an animal’s body is therefore approximately 82% of total body water (Wharton 
and Block, 1997; Wharton, 2002). 
1.2.1 Damage caused by ice formation 
The growth of ice within an animal’s body can lead to tissue layers being 
pulled apart, potentially causing permanent damage (Lee, 2010). The recrystallisation 
of ice, which is the formation of fewer, larger ice crystals at the expense of many, 
smaller ones, may also lead to injury. The process of ice recrystallisation occurs 
quickest at high subzero temperatures, which also tend to be the temperatures 
experienced by overwintering animals (Jia and Davies, 2002; Lee, 2010). 
 This mechanical damage is not the only kind of damage caused by ice, 
however. During the formation of ice only water molecules are incorporated into the 
growing ice lattice while everything else, like dissolved solutes, are excluded and 
become more and more concentrated as a result. In insects, this results in these 
increasingly concentrated solutes being found in the haemolymph, causing water to 
flow out of surrounding cells due to osmotic stress. The process of solutes being 
concentrated due to the formation of ice in this way is called freeze concentration 
(Lee, 2010).  
 The idea that the freeze concentration of solutes causes injury is not disputed 
but the exact mechanism is unknown (Mazur, 2004; Muldrew et al., 2004; Lee, 2010). 
One theory postulates that due to water movement, the freeze concentration effect 
reaches a level where extra- and intracellular electrolytes reach toxic levels (Lee, 
2010). Also possible is that excessive dehydration due to the osmotic outflow of 
water reaches levels from which the cells cannot recover anymore or causes damage 
to the cell’s membrane (Meryman, 1968; Steponkus and Lynch, 1989). These 
explanations are based on studies of cells not naturally adapted or exposed to 
extreme cold, so may not apply to cold adapted animals, however (Lee, 2010). 
1.2.2 Ice-nucleating agents 
Ice-nucleating agents, first discovered in the haemolymph of freeze-tolerant 
beetles, but since then also found in the intestine and various other tissues (Sømme 
and Conradi-Larsen, 1977; Tsumuki and Konno, 1991), are split into three different 
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groups (Zachariassen and Hammel, 1976; Lee, 2010). These groups are ice-nucleating 
proteins (INPs), crystalloid compounds, and ice-nucleating microorganisms (Lee, 
2010). The activity of ice-nucleating agents in general ranges from -2 to -5 ᵒC (highly 
efficient), down to some not causing nucleation until below -18 ᵒC. Ice nucleating 
proteins tend to cause nucleation around -6 to -9 ᵒC (Lee, 2010). 
 The function of ice-nucleating agents is to ensure ice formation at high subzero 
temperatures. Ice formed at high subzero temperatures grows more slowly, and 
therefore causes less stress due to the freeze concentration of solutes (Lee, 2010). 
Additionally, the osmotic outflow of water from cells caused by the formation of ice 
improves the cells’ supercooling ability, due to the cells’ reduced volume; this helps to 
prevent the formation of intracellular ice, which is generally thought to be lethal 
(Sinclair and Renault, 2010). Some animals appear to have formed mutualistic 
relationships with ice-nucleating microorganisms. One such example is the freeze-
tolerant larva of the rice stem borer, which uses these microorganisms to freeze at 
high subzero temperatures, aiding its survival (Tsumuki et al., 1992; Lee, 2010).  
 The most effective method of ice nucleation, however, is not one of these ice 
nucleating agents, but inoculative freezing – contact with environmental ice, which 
causes ice formation just below the freezing point of body fluids. Some animals, such 
as the centipede Lithobius forficatus, rely on inoculative freezing to survive (Tursman 
et al., 1994; Lee, 2010). While ice nucleation at high subzero temperatures and 
avoidance of rapid ice formation at low subzero temperatures is usually necessary for 
the animal’s survival, some animals, such as the arctic beetle Pytho americanus, have 
been recorded to extensively supercool to -50 to -60 ᵒC before freezing, yet still 
survive the freezing event (Ring and Tesar, 1980). 
1.2.3 Cryoprotectants 
Cryoprotectants, which, as mentioned, also play a role in freeze avoidance, 
tend to be small, stable and highly water soluble molecules that are not toxic, even 
when they are highly concentrated (Lee, 2010). They include glycerol and other 
polyhydric alcohols and sugars. Amino acids such as proline and alanine are also 
often referred to as cryoprotectants (Karow, 1991). While urea has been shown to be 
an important cryoprotectant in the wood frog, Rana sylvatica (Costanzo and Lee, 
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2005), it does not appear to have such a function in insects, or even other frogs (Lee, 
2010; Higgins and Swanson, 2013).  
 Cryoprotectants colligatively depress the melting point of body fluids, which 
leads to less ice forming at any given subzero temperature, and therefore less stress 
caused by freeze concentration (Lee, 2010). Glycerol and trehalose, which are 
produced by many insects in response to cold, appear to play a role in stabilising 
proteins and protecting cell membranes (Crowe et al., 1998; Crowe, 2002; Yancey, 
2005; Holmstrup et al., 2010). In addition, it has been suggested that glycerol acts as a 
solvent preventing ions and other solutes from reaching damaging levels due to 
freeze concentration (Lovelock, 1953; Lee, 2010). Glycerol and some other 
cryoprotectants seem to also be able to affect the activity of ice active proteins (IAPs) 
in some cases (Li et al., 1998; Duman, 2002; Duman and Serianni, 2002; Wen et al., 
2016). Lipids appear to play a role as cryoprotectants in some animals at least, 
although not much is known about this yet (Marshall et al., 2014). 
1.2.4 Recrystallisation inhibition agents 
Antifreeze proteins and their TH activity have an obvious role in freeze-
avoiding animals, where they prevent the formation of ice. However, weak TH 
activity, in the range of only a few tenths of a degree Celsius, has also been detected in 
most freeze-tolerant species, where its function is less obvious (Duman, 2001; Duman 
et al., 2004; Duman et al., 2010). Knight et al. (1984) found that AFPs reduce the rate 
at which ice recrystallizes – that is, fewer large crystals growing at the expense of 
many smaller ones. Since the recrystallisation of ice is a source of injury in freeze-
tolerant animals, the inhibition of this activity would be advantageous (Tursman and 
Duman, 1995), and the presence of AFPs in freeze-tolerant animals becomes much 
less puzzling. In addition to inhibiting recrystallisation, these proteins may also have 
other purposes, such as the prevention of intracellular freezing and stabilisation of 
membranes (Tursman et al., 1994; Tomczak et al., 2002). 
 Wharton et al. (2005) suggested that proteins whose primary function appears 
to be inhibiting the recrystallisation of ice rather than create TH should be called 
‘recrystallisation inhibition proteins (RIPs)’, rather than AFPs, to reflect that notion 
better. However, it may be difficult to determine whether or not the TH activity is 
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important to the animal or not, and simply classifying all AFPs with a certain level of 
TH as not biologically important would not be feasible either. This is because in fish, 
for example, TH of less than 2 ᵒC may be considered normal and sufficient to be 
useful, whereas in insects, the same value would be considered quite low, as insect 
proteins usually create TH of 5 – 10 ᵒC (Jia and Davies, 2002). This difference arises 
simply out of the different environments these animals are adapted to. 
Recrystallisation inhibition activity (RIA) is not necessarily caused by proteins. A 
recent study has shown polyvinyl alcohol to display RIA, despite its very different 
structure compared to traditional AFPs (Congdon et al., 2013). 
 
1.3 Cold tolerance of the alpine wētā Hemideina maori  
Hemideina maori was found covered in ice crystals by John Leader and Jennifer 
Bedford in 1978. Even though H. maori did not exhibit any of the behaviours of 
freeze-avoiding animals, such as ceasing to feed, it was initially thought to be freeze 
avoiding, due to a related species (H. femorata) not being able to survive freezing 
(Salt, 1961; Leader and Bedford, 1978). This view changed, however, when Ramløv et 
al. (1992) showed that H. maori survives the formation of ice within its body. Since 
these insects reach lengths of up to 55 mm and weights of 7 g, this discovery made 
them the world’s largest known freeze tolerant insect (Ramløv et al., 1992). 
The SCP of H. maori ranges from approximately -2 to -6 ᵒC, while their lower 
lethal temperature is about -10ᵒC (Ramløv et al., 1992). The alpine wētā can survive 
freezing for at least 20 h at -9 ᵒC (Ramløv and Westh, 1993). This level of cold 
tolerance can be classified as moderately freezing tolerant, a common feature of 
southern hemisphere insects. Moderate freezing tolerance is more common in the 
southern hemisphere because southern hemisphere winters tend to be milder and 
cold periods less predictable, when compared to the northern hemisphere (Sinclair, 
1999; Sinclair et al., 2003a; Sinclair et al., 2003b; Wharton, 2011). This means that 
while freezing events can theoretically occur more frequently in the southern 
hemisphere due to the less predictable nature of winters, they tend to be less severe. 
In the northern hemisphere, on the other hand, freeze events tend to be more severe. 
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This is why southern hemisphere insects tend to be only moderately freezing tolerant 
and northern hemisphere insects more hardy. 
It was found that 82% of the body water of an individual of H. maori is 
converted to ice when kept at -5 ᵒC, with the freezing event taking approximately ten 
hours to complete (Ramløv and Westh, 1993). Because 82% of total body water 
freezing is the maximum amount of ice that can freeze in a freeze tolerant animal 
(Wharton and Block, 1997), Sinclair and Wharton (1997) decided to determine 
whether or not H. maori could survive intracellular freezing. Investigation of the fat 
body cells and Malpighian tubules showed that it could not (Sinclair and Wharton, 
1997). 
Although the osmolality of the wētā’s haemolymph increases in winter, 
probably due to the accumulation of proline, H. maori may not accumulate polyol or 
carbohydrate cryoprotectants, unlike many other freezing-tolerant species (Ramløv 
et al., 1992; Lee, 2010). While Neufeld and Leader (1998b) found a difference in 
trehalose concentrations between warm and cold acclimated animals, Ramløv et al. 
(1992) did not find such a change in trehalose levels. So while it is generally accepted 
that H. maori accumulated proline over winter, the accumulation of trehalose is less 
certain. However, low-molecular weight cryoprotectants most likely act to protect 
membranes against the stress of dehydration during freezing and thawing of the 
animal (Neufeld and Leader, 1998b; Ramløv, 1999; Wharton, 2011). 
While an INP has been discovered in the wētā’s haemolymph, the ice 
nucleating activity (INA) in its gut appears to be stronger, indicating that freezing is 
initiated in the gut, as the most effective nucleators determine where ice first forms 
(Wilson and Ramløv, 1995; Ramløv, 1999; Sinclair et al., 1999; Lee, 2010). Although 
this means that the significance of the haemolymph nucleators is unclear, it is 
possible that they act as a fall-back mechanism to avoid extensive supercooling and 
the rapid formation of, and damage associated with ice if the wētā cannot find food, 
which has been suggested to be the case in the alpine cockroach (Worland et al., 
1997; Sinclair et al., 1999). 
Most cells have mechanisms that allow them to regulate their volume, which 
may change as a result of water movement due to osmotic stress (Lang et al., 1998). 
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Regulatory cell volume increase (which occurs after the loss of water due to 
hyperosmotic stress) may be expected to occur as a result of freezing in the 
Malpighian tubules of H. maori. However, Neufeld and Leader (1998a) found that this 
is not the case, indicating that the maintenance of cell volume does not play a critical 
role in the survival of freezing for the alpine wētā. On the other hand, it may suggest 
that the lower lethal temperature of H. maori is set by a critical reduction in cell 
volume, from which it cannot recover without regulatory cell volume increase 
(Wharton, 2011). 
While previously no TH or RIA had been found in the wētā’s haemolymph 
(Ramløv et al., 1996; Ramløv, 1999), a recent study, while confirming the lack of TH, 
found that there appears to be RIA in the haemolymph after all (Paschke, 2012). 
While the tissues of H. maori show varying degrees of RIA, like those of C. 
quinquemaculata, unlike the cockroach’s tissues, no TH activity is present (Wharton 
et al., 2009; Paschke, 2012). 
 
1.4 Cold tolerance of the alpine cockroach Celatoblatta quinquemaculata  
Similar to H. maori, the cockroach’s mean SCP is -5.4 ᵒC, with a lower lethal 
temperature of -9 ᵒC to -11 ᵒC, and just like the wētā, C. quinquemaculata is active all 
year and has been observed frozen in their natural habitat, which they have been 
shown to survive year round (Sinclair, 1997; Block et al., 1998; Sinclair, 2001; 
Wharton, 2011). Their degree of cold tolerance can also be classified as being 
moderately freezing tolerant (Sinclair, 1999).  
 Compared to the wētā’s 82% of body water freezing, 74% of an alpine 
cockroach’s body water is converted into ice (Block et al., 1998). However, unlike H. 
maori, the alpine cockroach seems to be able to survive some degree of intracellular 
freezing under some conditions (Worland et al., 2004). Celatoblatta quinquemaculata 
appears to accumulate trehalose and glycerol as cryoprotective agents, with the 
concentration of trehalose increasing on a seasonal basis (Wharton et al., 2009). 
Amino acid profiles have not been studied in C. quinquemaculata. 
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While an INP appears to be present in the cockroach’s haemolymph, INA is 
stronger in the gut, as is the case for the wētā (Worland et al., 1997; Sinclair et al., 
1999). Both TH activity and RIA are absent from the haemolymph of C. 
quinquemaculata, although both types of activity are found in its gut tissues (Wharton 
et al., 2009). 
The basal state in terms of cold-tolerance strategies of terrestrial arthropods 
appears to be freeze avoiding (Hawes and Wharton, 2010), with freeze tolerance 
having evolved convergently multiple times (Zachariassen and Kristiansen, 2003; 
Hawes, 2014). Amongst the many factors that explain some of the variation between 
the cold-tolerance strategies of different insects appear to be phylogeny, body size, 
and environmental temperature regimes (Zachariassen and Kristiansen, 2003; 
Hawes, 2014). The alpine cockroach and the alpine wētā have the latter factor in 
common, which is possibly the reason for their outwardly similar cold-tolerance 
strategies. 
 
1.5 Thesis aims and structure 
The primary aim of this thesis was to expand the state of knowledge of the 
cold-tolerance mechanisms of the New Zealand alpine wētā, H. maori. To do so, 
various factors and their variability on both a seasonal, and tissue-specific, basis were 
investigated.  
In Chapter 2, seasonal and tissue-specific differences in SCPs, osmolality, 
protein levels, as well as low molecular weight cryoprotectants, specifically 
carbohydrates and amino acids, were investigated. This was done using 
thermocouples, vapour pressure osmometry, protein assays, gas chromatography 
(GC), as well as high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) on homogenates of 
gut tissue and contents, separately, and haemolymph samples. It was hypothesised 
that there would be slight seasonal changes to most of these measurements, with 
highest levels expected in summer. 
In Chapter 3, I examined the TH and RIA of different tissues, and how they 
change on a seasonal basis. To investigate TH, nanolitre osmometry was used, while 
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the splat freezing assay and optical recrystallometry were used to measure RIA. Gut 
tissue, gut contents, and haemolymph samples were investigated. Based on previous 
research, no RIA or TH was expected in the wētā’s haemolymph, but RIA and TH were 
expected in the gut. Again, little seasonal variation was expected. 
In Chapter 4, I investigated INA, seasonally and in different tissues, using an 
ice nucleation spectrometer. Gut tissue, gut contents, and haemolymph samples were 
investigated, although in this chapter the gut was additionally split into fore-, mid-, 
and hind-gut to further narrow down the location of INA. Ice nucleation activity was 
expected to be found in the wētā’s haemolymph and gut contents. Little seasonal 
change was expected. 
In Chapter 5, I attempted to purify the ice active agent(s) produced by H. 
maori, using a cold finger ice binding technique, gel electrophoresis, as well as mass 
spectrometry. Optical recrystallometry and ice nucleation spectrometry were also 
employed to measure IAP activities in different fractions. 
In Chapter 6, I examined the internal formation of ice in the wētā, by dissecting 
frozen wētā, as well as using microtomography, an imaging technique not previously 
applied to insect cryobiology. 
Chapter 7 acts as a general discussion to tie results from the other chapters 








Chapter 2: Seasonal changes in cold tolerance 














Animals respond to seasonal changes throughout the year. One of the most 
prominent changes is in temperature. In the northern hemisphere, this tends to be 
more extreme compared to the southern hemisphere, with a marked change in 
temperature between summer and winter (Sinclair et al., 2003a). Many northern 
hemisphere insects therefore undergo a period of cold hardening in preparation for 
winter and its very low temperatures. In summer, these insects tend to not have any 
of the proteins or low molecular weight cryoprotectants present that allow them to 
survive subzero temperatures (Lee et al., 1996; Kostal et al., 2007; Lee, 2010; Kostal 
et al., 2011a). 
With the southern hemisphere’s much less predictable summers, however, this 
is not the case. Hemideina maori, for instance, is freezing tolerant throughout the 
year, although there appears to be some minor differences in the degree to which it is 
able to withstand low temperatures (Ramløv et al., 1992). This is not surprising, as 
temperatures in its natural habitat, the Rock and Pillar Ranges, have been recorded 
below 0 °C even in summer (Sinclair, 2001). In this chapter, I aim to investigate to 
what degree the different components of the freeze-tolerance strategy of H. maori 
change throughout the year.  
One measure of cold tolerance is the supercooling point (SCP). Supercooling 
points tend to be higher in freeze-tolerant animals, as ice grows in a slower and more 
controlled way if its growth is initiated at high subzero temperatures (discussed in 
Chapter 1). Seasonal variation of SCPs has previously been investigated by Ramløv et 
al. (1992), but using relatively fast cooling rates. The cooling rates used in this 
chapter are more ecologically relevant, based on observations of temperatures by 
Sinclair et al. (2001). 
Osmolality also often changes on a seasonal basis, as is the case for H. maori 
(Leader and Bedford, 1978). This is usually due to the accumulation of low molecular 
weight cryoprotectants in preparation for winter. These low molecular weight 
cryoprotectants include carbohydrates and amino acids, and aid animals in the 
survival of subzero temperatures through various means (Lee, 2010), as discussed in 
Chapter 1. Neufeld and Leader (1998b) found a difference in trehalose concentrations 
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between warm and cold acclimated wētā, whereas Ramløv et al. (1992) did not. This 
study attempted to resolve these contrasting results. 
Proline appears to play an important role in the cold tolerance of insects. It has 
been shown to not only increase the cold-tolerance ability of the cold tolerant 
drosopholid fly Chymomyza costata, allowing it to survive exposure to liquid nitrogen 
(Kostal et al., 2011c), but also confers the ability to survive internal ice formation to 
the normally chill-susceptible Drosophila melanogaster (Kostal et al., 2012). 
Hemideina maori has been shown to accumulate proline during winter, which is 
thought to be important to its cold-tolerance strategy (Leader and Bedford, 1978; 
Neufeld and Leader, 1998b; Ramløv, 1999).  
Hydroxyproline, in vertebrates at least, is produced by the hydroxylation of 
proline, catalysed by prolyl hydroxylase (Gorres and Raines, 2010). In some 
invertebrates, a diet rich in hydroxyproline has resulted in the reduction of free 
proline levels, so different mechanisms may be at play, with hydroxyproline 
inhibiting proline synthesis rather than deriving from proline (Rapport et al., 1979; 
Rapport et al., 1980), so reduced proline levels might possibly be observed with 
increased hydroxyproline levels. 
It has been suggested that in some insects arginase is responsible for the 
conversion of arginine into proline (Reddy and Campbell, 1969a). Arginase has been 
found in the fat body tissue of insects, including the cockroach Blaberus cranifera 
(Reddy and Campbell, 1969b; Reddy and Campbell, 1977). Depending on the speed of 
conversion of arginine into proline, increased levels of arginine may be observed in 
concert with raised proline levels, if arginase is the enzyme responsible for proline 
synthesis in H. maori. Insects in general appear to have a high capacity for the 
synthesis of proline from various sources, however (Bursell, 1981; Ramløv, 1999; 
Gäde and Goldsworthy, 2003). 
Glycerol and trehalose, which are produced by many insects in response to cold 
seem to play a role in stabilising proteins and protecting cell membranes (Crowe et 
al., 1998; Crowe, 2002; Yancey, 2005; Holmstrup et al., 2010). In addition, it has been 
suggested that glycerol acts as a solvent, preventing ions and other solutes from 
reaching damaging levels due to freeze concentration (Lovelock, 1953; Lee, 2010). 
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In this chapter, I investigated how parts of the cold-tolerance strategy of H. 
maori change on a seasonal basis. In particular, I investigated whole body SCPs, the 
osmolality of various tissues, the accumulation of low molecular weight 
cryoprotectants (sugars, polyols and amino acids), and protein levels. Typically, most 
studies focus on investigating either haemolymph or whole body homogenates. In 
this study, I also investigated the gut tissues, as well as contents. With regards to the 
gut contents, it is likely that many of the factors examined will vary based on the 
wētā’s food and composition of gut bacteria, rather than on its own physiology. 
However, it is nevertheless worthwhile to investigate the gut contents, as it may 
reveal to what degree the wētā also relies on extrinsic factors to survive in its 
environment. 
While some of these factors have been investigated in the past, this was the first 
time that all of them are looked at together. Based on previous research, some 
seasonal variation was expected, but not to the same degree as would be expected in 
an insect from the northern hemisphere, as H. maori has to maintain some level of 
cold tolerance throughout the year. 
 
2.2 Methods 
2.2.1 Collection of wētā 
Eight wētā were collected from the area surrounding Summit Rock 
(S45.42543, E170.07013, 1450 m asl) in the Rock and Pillar Range, near Dunedin, 
New Zealand during each season of the year. Collection dates were 11th July 2013 for 
winter, 16th October 2013 for spring, 24th January 2014 for summer, and 28th March 
2014 for autumn. Sex, size, and collection location of the collected animals is given in 
Appendix 1. Wētā were returned to the laboratory, where they were housed in an 
incubator kept at 5 ᵒC, and put on a diet of water, commercial cat biscuits and 





2.2.2 Dissection of wētā, homogenisation and storage of tissue 
Within two days of returning from the field, four wētā per season were 
anaesthetised with CO2. They were then weighed, and haemolymph was collected by 
cutting off a leg and drawing up the resulting droplet into a glass pipette. Aliquots of 
haemolymph, diluted 1:5 (v:v) with 25 mM Tris buffer (pH 8.0), were then stored at -
70ᵒC until needed.   The remaining legs and head were removed, before pinning out 
the wētā in a wax dish, where the dorsal cuticle was removed. The gut was then 
dissected out and divided into gut tissue and gut contents. The gut tissue was rinsed 
with dH2O to remove any residual contents after they were removed. The gut tissue 
and contents were then separately homogenised on ice in a glass homogeniser for 15 
min in Tris buffer (25 mM, pH 8.0), using a 1:5 (w:v) ratio of sample: buffer. The 
homogenate was then centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 min, the supernatant 
collected and aliquots stored frozen at -70 ᵒC until used. 
 
2.2.3 Whole-body supercooling point 
This experiment was carried out immediately upon returning from the field, to 
avoid acclimation to non-field conditions as much as possible. After each collection 
trip, four wētā were anaesthetised with CO2. Each wētā was then weighed, and placed 
in a 50 mL Falcon tube. A thermocouple, communicating with a Macintosh computer 
via a Maclab analog/digital interface (ADInstruments Ltd., New Zealand) was then 
inserted into the tube, resting against the wētā’s abdomen, along with some cotton 
wool to keep the wētā in place. 
The tubes, and a small fan for air circulation, were then placed in a chamber 
precooled to 1 ᵒC, by fluid from a Thermo/HAAKE C35P circulator with Phoenix II 
controller circulating through tubes in the chamber (Figure 2.1). After the wētā had 
equilibrated to 1 ᵒC, the chamber was cooled to -8 ᵒC at a rate of 0.01 ᵒC min-1 
(compared to the 0.4 °C min-1 used by Ramløv et al., 1992) and the wētā’s 
temperatures were recorded using the LabChart program (ADInstruments Ltd., New 
Zealand). After reaching -8 ᵒC, the chamber was rewarmed to 0 ᵒC at 0.2 ᵒC min-1, 
wētā were removed and placed in plastic boxes in an incubator kept at 5 ᵒC. They 
were put on a diet of commercial cat biscuits, Rock and Pillar vegetation, and water. 
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Their survival was checked daily for 20 days. From the recorded temperature traces, 
each wētā’s SCP and exotherm duration could be measured. Surviving wētā were 
returned to the field where possible. 
 
2.2.4 Osmolality  
To investigate the osmolality of wētā samples, a Wescor 5520 Vapor Pressure 
Osmometer was calibrated with Milli-Q water (0 mmol kg-1) and 1000 mmol kg-1 
standard. Sample droplets of 20 µL were pipetted onto filter disks, which were 
inserted into the osmometer’s sample chamber, and the osmolality was recorded. 
This was repeated once for each sample, with the chamber being cleaned with lint 






Figure 2.1. Experimental set up of the whole body supercooling experiment. (Top) The 
chamber containing a wētā, along with the refrigerated circulator, Macintosh computer and 
the thermocouple interface are shown. (Bottom) A wētā in a Falcon tube being frozen in the 
chamber, with a thermocouple attached. Also shown are the tubes containing the cooling fluid 
and the small fan for air circulation. 
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2.2.5 Protein concentration 
To determine protein concentrations in wētā samples, a BCA protein assay 
was used (Sigma-Aldrich). Bicinchoninic acid solution (Sigma-Aldrich) and 4% (w/v) 
CuSO4 were mixed in a 50:1 (v:v) ratio to make up the working reagent. Standards (2 
mg/mL BSA stock diluted with dH2O to different concentrations ranging from 0 to 2 
mg/mL) and 20 µL of sample were loaded on ice in a 96-well microplate in triplicates. 
Each well then had 200 µL of working reagent added to it, which was gently mixed 
with the samples, before plates were incubated at 37 ᵒC for 30 min.  
The plates were then inserted into an Omega FLOUStar (BMG Labtech, 
Germany) microplate reader, set to read at 562 nm. A standard curve was constructed 
from blank-corrected values, and used to calculate protein concentrations in samples. 
 
2.2.6 Free amino acids 
2.2.6.1 Equipment 
Amino acid concentrations were determined using high pressure liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) on an Agilent 1200 HPLC System, consisting of a quad pump, 
a variable wavelength detector, and a 1260 Infinity Autosampler, with a reverse 
phase Agilent XDB C18 column (4.6 mm x 150 mm, 5 µm pore size). Two Agilent 
guard columns containing Agilent XDB C18 guard cartridges were used to protect the 
column. The mobile phases used for analysis were 40 mM NaH2PO4 (monohydrate), 
pH 7.8 (Buffer A) and ACN:MeOH:H2O (45:45:10, v/v/v; Buffer B). 
2.2.6.2 Reagents and standards 
All amino acid standards were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, except for 
hydroxyproline, which was supplied by Global Science/VWR. The 9-Fluorenylmethyl 
chloroformate (FMOC) and o-phthalaldehyde 3-mercaptopropionic acid (OPA-3MPA; 
referred to as OPA from here on) reagents were supplied by Analytical Consumables. 
Borate buffer (0.4 N, pH 10.2) was made up by mixing boric acid and NaOH purchased 




2.2.6.3 Sample preparation and analysis 
All wētā samples, prepared and stored as described in 2.2, were filtered 
through Phenex nylon syringe filters with a pore size of 0.2 µm (Phenomenex, U.S.A.), 
and transferred to 150 µL vial inserts with polymer feet placed in 2 mL screw top 
auto sampler vials (both supplied by Interlab, New Zealand). Samples were then 
derivatised with OPA and FMOC before being injected into the column by the 
autosampler, with the injection program described in Table 2.1. The flow rate 
through the column, which was heated to 40 ᵒC, was 2 mL/min. The eluent was 
monitored with the variable wavelength detector set to 338 nm for primary amino 
acid detection, and switched to 262 nm at 14.5 min to detect hydroxyproline, proline 
and sarcosine. The gradient program used for analysis is shown in Table 2.2.  
Standards were run in concentrations ranging from 1 mM to 100 mM to 
construct a standard curve for each amino acid and determine expected retention 
times. This information was then used to calculate the concentration of each amino 















Table 2.1. Injector program for HPLC amino acid analysis. 
Line Function Amount Vial contents 
1 
 
Draw 2.5 µL Borate buffer 
2 
 
Draw 0.5 µL Sample 
3 
 
Mix 3.0 µL “in air”, max speed, 2x  
4 
 
Wait 0.5 min  
5 
 




Draw 0.5 µL OPA 
7 
 
Mix 3.5 µL “in air”, max speed, 6x  




Draw 0.5 µL FMOC 
10 
 
Mix 4 µL “in air”, max speed, 6x  




Mix 18 µL “in air”, max speed, 2x  





Table 2.2. Eluent gradient for HPLC amino acid analysis. 
Time (min) A (%) B (%) 
0 100 0 
1.9 100 0 
18.1 43 57 
18.6 0 100 
22.3 0 100 
23.2 100 0 
26 100 0 
 
2.2.7 Sugars and polyols 
2.2.7.1 Equipment 
Gas chromatography (GC) was used to determine sugar concentrations of wētā 
samples, prepared and stored as described in Section 2.2. The GC used was an Agilent 
6890N network GC system, equipped with a flame ionization detector and an Alltech 
Econo-Cap EC-5 Capillary Column (0.53 mm ID, 1.2 µm film thickness). 
2.2.7.2 Sample preparation and analysis 
Fifteen microlitres of internal standard (2 mg/mL dulcitol) were added to a 1.2 
mL mixture of cold chloroform:MeOH:wētā sample (8:3:1, v:v:v). This was then put on 
ice for 15 min, and mixed by inversion throughout.  The solution was transferred to a 
glass centrifuge tube, with 1 mL of dH2O added and centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 10 
min. The aqueous top layer was collected and passed through a preconditioned 
Varian SCX column. The column was washed with 0.5 mL of dH2O, which was added 
to the sample, and transferred to a chromatography vial. Samples and different 
concentrations of sugar standards (ranging from 10 µg to 100 µg) were desiccated in 
a VaCo 2-II (ZIRBUS technology GmbH, Germany) overnight, then capped and stored 
in a box with silicon crystals. 
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Wētā samples and standards were derivatised by adding 10 µL of 1,1,1,3,3,3–
Hexamethyldisilane+Τrimethylchlorosilane+Pyridine (Sylon™ HTP; Sigma-Aldrich) 
for 10 min. Following this, 5 µL of sample was injected into the column, which was 
then gradually heated. The flow rate through the column was kept at 4 mL-1, with the 
oven’s temperature ramp used for analysis shown in Table 2.3. Sugars were identified 
and quantified with reference to standards, and the molar mass of each substance 
used to convert from µg mg-1 to mmol kg-1 dry weight.  
 
Table 2.3. Oven temperature ramp of the GC for sugar analysis. 
Run Time (min) ᵒC min-1 ᵒC at start of segment ᵒC at end of segment 
0 – 5 n/a 80 80 
5 - 22 5.00 80 165 
22 – 42 2.00 165 205 
42 – 61 5.00 205 300 
61 – 65 n/a 300 300 
 
 
2.2.8 Statistical analyses 
All data were tested for homogeneity of variance and normality using Brown-
Forsyth Levene-type tests and Shapiro tests, respectively, before being analysed. Due 
to some data not being normally distributed, log transformations were applied 
(which were tested again by Shapiro and Levene tests). Those data that were 
successfully transformed (GC data), and those that did not need to be transformed 
(SCPs, vapour pressure measurements and protein assay) were then analysed by one-
way ANOVA, followed by Tukey HSD post-hoc testing of pairwise comparisons to find 
statistically significant differences between the seasons. Data collected by HPLC 
analysis, however, could not be transformed to normally distributed data. These data 
were therefore analysed by the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test, with Dunn’s test 
with Holm-Šidák adjustment used for post-hoc pairwise comparisons. Untransformed 
data are shown on graphs in all cases. Data were corrected for dilution through 
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multiplication by a factor of five. All statistical tests and graphs were done in R 
(version 3.2.2 “Fire Safety”, R Development Core Team 2015). A recording error 




2.3.1 Whole body supercooling point 
There were significant differences in wētā SCPs over the four seasons (One-
way ANOVA, F3, 11 = 7.052, p=0.007; Figure 2.2). Winter and summer collected 
animals had, on average, the highest SCPs. Both spring and autumn-collected animals 
had significantly lower SCPs. All wētā survived the experiment in every season. 
 
Figure 2.2. Mean whole body SCPs (ᵒC) of Hemideina maori collected at different times of the 
year. n for all groups except spring = 4 (n[Spring] = 3). Error bars are ±1 standard error. 






There were significant differences in wētā haemolymph osmolality (in mmol 
kg-1) over the four seasons (One-way ANOVA, F3,12 = 6.868, p = 0.006; Figure 2.3). On 
average, the haemolymph of winter-collected animals was significantly higher than 
that of wētā collected in all other seasons, except spring. The haemolymph osmolality 
of wētā collected in spring was not significantly higher than that of summer and 
autumn collected animals, however. 
 
Figure 2.3. Mean osmolality (in mmol kg-1) of Hemideina maori haemolymph (A), gut tissue 
(B), and gut contents (C) samples collected at different times of the year. n for all groups = 4. 
Error bars are ±1 standard error. Different letters represent significant differences between 





There were also significant differences in wētā gut tissue homogenate 
osmolality (in mmol kg-1) over the four seasons (F3,12 = 10.45, p = 0.001; Figure 2.3). 
On average, the gut tissue of winter-collected wētā had the highest osmolality, 
although this was not significantly higher than that of summer animals. This was 
followed by autumn collected animals, and finally wētā collected in spring with the 
lowest gut tissue osmolality of the year. 
In contrast, there were no significant differences in wētā gut content 
osmolality (in mmol/kg) over the four seasons (F3,12 = 1.057, p = 0.403; Figure 2.3). 
 
2.3.3 Protein concentration 
There were no significant differences in protein levels in wētā haemolymph 
collected in different seasons, with similar levels found throughout the year, although 
variation within seasons was large (F3, 12 = 1.025, p = 0.416; Figure 2.4).  
In contrast, there were significant differences in protein levels in wētā gut 
tissue homogenates collected throughout the year (F3, 12 = 6.423, p = 0.008; Figure 
2.4). Protein levels were on average significantly higher in winter than in autumn and 
spring (although not significantly higher than in summer). The lowest levels of 
protein were found in spring and autumn. 
Overall, protein levels in wētā gut contents appeared to not change 
significantly throughout the year (F3, 12 = 3.09, p = 0.067), however, post hoc testing 






Figure 2.4. Mean protein levels (in µg of protein per 10 µL) of Hemideina maori haemolymph 
(A), gut tissue (B), and gut contents (B) samples collected at different times of the year. n for 
all groups = 4. Error bars are ±1 standard error. 
 
2.3.4 Amino acids 
There were no significant differences in wētā haemolymph glycine (Kruskal-
Wallis χ2 = 7.15, p = 0.074) or arginine (KW χ2 = 6.963, p = 0.073) concentration over 
the four seasons. There were, however, significant differences in alanine levels found 
in haemolymph throughout the year, with the highest levels found in winter, and the 








Figure 2.5. Concentrations (in mM) of glycine (light grey bars), arginine (white bars), and 
alanine (dark grey) in Hemideina maori haemolymph collected at different times of the year. 
Each bar is the mean of 4 wētā. Error bars are ±1 standard error. Different letters show 
significant seasonal differences in amino acids analysed separately. 
 
There were no significant differences in wētā haemolymph hydroxyproline 
concentrations (KW χ2 = 6.857, p = 0.083) over the seasons; however, there were 
significant differences in proline levels, with the highest levels found in winter, and 
the lowest in summer and intermediate levels found in spring and autumn (KW χ2 = 





 Figure 2.6. Concentrations (in mM) of hydroxyproline (dark grey bars) and proline (white 
bars) in Hemideina maori haemolymph collected at different times of the year. Each bar is the 
mean of 4 wētā. Error bars are ±1 standard error. Different letters show significant seasonal 
differences in amino acids. 
 
There were significant differences in wētā gut tissue glycine (KW χ2 = 12.0882, 
p = 0.014), arginine (KW χ2 = 11.0515, p = 0.013), and alanine (KW χ2 = 11.5368, p = 
0.013) concentrations over the four seasons. All three were at their highest levels in 





Figure 2.7. Concentrations (in mM) of glycine (light grey bars), arginine (white bars), and 
alanine (dark grey bars) in Hemideina maori gut tissue homogenates collected at different 
times of the year. Each bar is the mean of 4 wētā. Error bars are ±1 standard error. Different 
letters show significant seasonal differences in amino acids. 
 
There were no significant differences in the concentration of wētā gut tissue 
hydroxyproline (KW χ2 = 5.3737, p = 0.151) over the four seasons; however, 
significant differences in proline levels were found, with the highest concentrations 
found in summer and winter, and the lowest in autumn tissues (KW χ2 = 9.5515, p = 





Figure 2.8. Concentrations (in mM) of hydroxyproline (dark grey bars) and proline (white 
bars) in Hemideina maori gut tissue homogenates collected at different times of the year. Each 
bar is the mean of 4 wētā. Error bars are ±1 standard error. Different letters show significant 
seasonal differences in amino acids. 
 
 
No significant differences in wētā gut content glycine (KW χ2 = 2.8015, p = 
0.422), arginine (KW χ2 = 2.1397, p = 0.543), or alanine (KW χ2 = 1.3015, p = 0.731) 





Figure 2.9. Concentrations (in mM) of glycine (light grey bars), arginine (white bars), and 
alanine (dark grey bars) in Hemideina maori gut contents homogenates collected at different 
times of the year. Each bar is the mean of 4 wētā. Error bars are ±1 standard error. Different 
letters show significant seasonal differences in amino acids. 
 
Significant differences in the concentration of wētā gut content hydroxyproline 
(KW χ2 = 8.6029, p = 0.041) were found over the four seasons, with the highest levels 
found in winter, and the lowest found in spring. In contrast, no significant differences 





Figure 2.10. Concentrations (in mM) of hydroxyproline (dark grey bars) and proline (white 
bars) in Hemideina maori gut contents homogenates collected at different times of the year. 
Each bar is the mean of 4 wētā. Error bars are ±1 standard error. Different letters show 
significant seasonal differences in amino acids. 
 
 
2.3.5 Sugars and polyols 
There were significant differences in wētā haemolymph glycerol concentration 
(in mmol/L) over the four seasons (F3,12 = 5.501, p = 0.013). On average, glycerol was 
highest in the summer, although there were no signficant differences in glycerol 
concentration between the other three seasons. In contrast, neither haemolymph 
glucose (F3,12 = 0.019, p = 0.996), nor trehalose (F3,12 = 3.068, p = 0.069) 





Figure 2.11. Concentrations (in mmol/L) of glycerol (light gray bars), glucose (white bars), 
and trehalose (dark grey bars) in Hemideina maori haemolymph collected at different times 
of the year. Each bar is the mean of 4 wētā. Error bars are ±1 standard error. Different letters 
show significant seasonal differences in metabolites. 
 
 
No significant differences in wētā gut tissue glycerol (in mmol kg-1 dry mass) 
were found throughout the year, with similar concentrations found throughout the 
year (F3,11 = 2.612, p = 0.104). There were also no significant differences in glucose 








Figure 2.12. Concentrations (in mmol kg-1 dry mass) of glycerol (light grey bars), glucose 
(white bars), and trehalose (dark grey bars) in Hemideina maori gut tissue homogenates 
collected at different times of the year. Each bar is the mean of 4 wētā. Error bars are ±1 
standard error. Different letters show significant seasonal differences in metabolites. 
 
 
There were significant differences in wētā gut content glycerol concentration 
(in mmol kg-1 dry mass) throughout the year (F3,12 = 6.717, p = 0.007), with the 
highest levels found in spring and summer. Likewise, there were significant 
differences in glucose (F3,12 = 4.078, p=0.033) concentrations between the seasons 
investigated. No sigificant differences in trehalose (F3,12 = 1, p = 0.426) levels were 






Figure 2.13. Concentrations (in mmol kg-1 dry mass) of glycerol (light grey bars), glucose 
(white bars), and trehalose (dark grey bars) in Hemideina maori gut contents collected at 
different times of the year. Each bar is the mean of 4 wētā. Error bars are ±1 standard error. 




2.4.1 Whole body supercooling point and osmolality 
The SCP of Hemideina maori was found to fluctuate somewhat throughout the 
year. The overall mean SCP found was -3.8 ᵒC, which is close to the overall mean SCP 
of -3.9 ᵒC found by Ramløv et al. (1992). Interestingly, the wētā in Ramløv’s study 
exhibited a larger range of SCPs, despite being collected over a narrower (nine 
months vs. twelve months) seasonal scale. However, not only is the number of 
animals collected too low to draw any meaningful conclusions about the range of 
SCPs exhibited by H. maori, the difference could also be explained by the difference in 
cooling rates used (0.01ᵒC min-1 in this study compared to 0.4ᵒC min-1 in Ramløv’s), as 
cooling rate has been shown to affect SCPs (Salt, 1966).  
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Overall, the difference in mean SCPs between the highest and lowest observed 
was 1.3 ᵒC, which is very similar to the fluctuation of no more than 1.8 ᵒC throughout 
the year observed in the alpine cockroach, Celatoblatta quinquemaculata, by Sinclair 
(1997). These results support the hypothesis that slight changes in SCPs would be 
observed.  
The pattern of seasonal change was not expected, however. The highest SCPs 
were recorded from animals collected in winter and summer. Based on the 
comparatively higher risk of freezing events, a high SCP in winter with intermediate 
SCPs in spring and autumn and a low SCP in summer may have been expected. It has 
been suggested that cold hardening may result in response to a change in 
photoperiod or temperature (Horwath and Duman, 1983; Hamilton et al., 1985; 
Hodkova and Hodek, 2004). Sinclair (1997) suggested that in C. quinquemaculata, 
photoperiod (or a similar cue) may be responsible for inducing pre-winter cold 
hardening. Due to the unexpected pattern of SCP change in H. maori, however, 
photoperiod is probably not the cue responsible, but perhaps temperature is. 
No significant correlation between wētā body weight and SCP was found. This 
lack of a relationship indicates that in H. maori, the presence of ice nucleating agents, 
which have previously been found in its gut and haemolymph (Sinclair et al., 1999), 
and not body size, which affects SCPs in some insects (e.g. Hahn et al., 2008), are 
responsible for the seasonal changes in SCPs, indicating that these ice nucleating 
agents may vary on a seasonal basis. The low variability in SCPs in summer and 
winter may also point towards the presence of highly active ice nucleation agents, 
which possibly come from greater ingestion of food in summer and production of ice 
nucleation agents by the wētā itself in winter. These ice nucleating agents, and any 
seasonal variation in activity and production are investigated further in a later 
chapter of this thesis (Chapter 4). 
The osmolality of wētā haemolymph found in this study was very similar to 
that previously found (Leader and Bedford, 1978; Ramløv et al., 1992; Neufeld and 
Leader, 1998b; Ramløv, 1999), including a difference between summer and winter 
collected animals (Leader and Bedford, 1978; Neufeld and Leader, 1998b; Ramløv, 
1999). The osmolality in gut tissue samples followed a slightly different seasonal 
pattern, with elevated levels also found in summer, while the osmolality in gut 
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content samples stayed relatively constant throughout the year. These differences 
probably reflect the different patterns of change in low molecular weight 
cryoprotectants in the different tissue types.  
 
2.4.2 Low molecular weight cryoprotectants 
Typically, investigations on insect cryoprotectants focus on the haemolymph 
(e.g. Ramløv, 1999) or whole body measurements (e.g. Wharton et al., 2009). As far as 
I am aware, the present study is the first to measure cryoprotectants in insect gut 
tissue and contents. A study by Kostal et al. (2011b) looked at both haemolymph and 
whole body measurements and found a similar pattern of seasonal change in both. 
However, this is not the same as dissecting the gut and separating it from the 
haemolymph, so may not be directly comparable as the haemolymph is still present in 
the whole body sample, possibly obscuring the pattern. 
2.4.2.1 Carbohydrates 
A study by Ramløv et al. (1992) found no evidence of glycerol accumulation in 
the wētā’s haemolymph. However, glycerol was detected in the haemolymph in the 
present study, with levels fluctuating on a seasonal basis. Curiously, haemolymph 
glycerol levels were highest in summer, and lower for the rest of the year. Glycerol is 
a well known cryoprotectant (Lee, 2010), and to find lowered levels in winter not 
only in the haemolymph, but also in the gut tissue and contents, was unexpected. 
Glucose, another common cryoprotectant (Lee, 2010), was also found only in low 
concentrations in the haemolymph, gut tissue and gut contents, and unexpectedly 
even decreased in the gut contents in winter (although levels were very low to begin 
with).  
Both Neufeld and Leader (1998b) and Ramløv et al. (1992) have previously 
investigated trehalose levels in H. maori, with Neufeld and Leader finding a difference 
between warm and cold acclimated wētā, but Ramløv et al. (1992) finding no such 
difference, although they did not compare wētā from the same year, and did not 
directly measure trehalose. In the present study, while trehalose levels were not 
significantly reduced in the haemolymph of winter collected animals compared to 
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those collected in summer, there was a general trend to lower levels in the winter. 
This trend towards lower trehalose levels in winter was opposite to the results of 
Neufeld and Leader (1998b), who found increased trehalose levels in winter. The 
alpine cockroach, C. quinquemaculata has also previously been shown to have 
increased trehalose levels in winter (Wharton et al., 2009). Trehalose levels in the gut 
tissue and contents were very low throughout the year. 
These findings were surprising as trehalose, like glycerol, is a well known 
cryoprotectant (Lee, 2010). A possible explanation for this unexpected trend could be 
that trehalose has also been implicated as having a role in desiccation tolerance 
(Rudolph et al., 1986; Watanabe et al., 2002). While the rainfall leading up to 
collection date in summer and winter was very similar (NIWA CliFlo1), the increased 
temperature in summer could mean that H. maori faces a greater desiccation stress in 
summer, which could explain the increased levels of trehalose in the season. 
2.4.2.2 Amino acids (and proteins) 
In the wētā’s haemolymph, the major amino acids detected were proline, 
glycine and alanine; with proline being the amino acid present in the greatest amount. 
This is consistent with the findings of Leader and Bedford (1978), although glycine 
levels were comparatively lower in this study. Most of the amino acids detected 
remained fairly consistent across the seasons, but there was a trend for slightly 
higher levels in winter. An exception to this was proline, which increased 
dramatically in winter. This is consistent with previous results (Ramløv, 1999), with 
very similar levels found. Alanine levels were also elevated in winter, although the 
degree of change was much lower. It is possible that this was due to freezing stress 
and its associated oxygen deprived conditions. Alanine is a common end product of 
anaerobic metabolism in some animals, including molluscs and insects (Storey and 
Storey, 1996; Feala et al., 2007; Storey et al., 2007).  
The pattern of change observed was similar in the gut tissue, although levels of 
most amino acids, except proline, were generally higher than in the haemolymph. 
Another notable difference was that, unlike the haemolymph where levels of both 
alanine and proline were higher during winter than summer, in the gut tissue this 




was not the case with similar levels found in both seasons. However, rather than this 
being due to lower amino acid levels in winter, it appears that this difference between 
the tissues was due to generally higher levels found in summer. It is possible that the 
increased proline levels in summer were due to the wētā’s diet, which is supported by 
generally higher levels of proline found in the gut contents in summer, and the 
findings of Kostal et al. (2012) that proline is able to move into tissues.  
In the gut contents, on the other hand, no notable differences in any amino 
acid were found on a seasonal basis (except hydroxyproline which appeared higher in 
winter, and a trend towards higher proline levels in winter). In general, amino acid 
levels were more variable, most likely due to being dependent on the wētā’s diet and 
stage of digestion at the time of dissection.  
Generally, amino acid levels tend to be higher in females than in males 
(Klowden, 2013). However, in cold-tolerant insects, the opposite has also been found. 
For example, higher levels of several amino acids have been found in males of the 
wheat weevil Sitophilus granarius compared to females (Fields et al., 1998). In 
general, these observed sex difference have been small. It is unclear to what degree 
amino acid levels are affected by sex in Hemideina maori, but I suggest this should be 
investigated in a more abundant and easily accessible related species, such as 
Hemideina crassidens. Combined with the almost balanced sex ratio used in this study, 
the usually small effect of sex is likely to be small, although it may affect the 
magnitude of the seasonal changes, so should not be ignored. 
 
2.4.3 The roles of proline and trehalose in Hemideina maori 
The stress caused by cold temperature and dehydration are in many ways very 
similar at the cellular level, in that they both lead to dehydration and osmotic stress 
(Holmstrup et al., 2010; Sinclair et al., 2013). Proline and trehalose have both been 
shown to be important for the tolerance of these stresses (Rudolph and Crowe, 1985; 
Rudolph et al., 1986; Watanabe et al., 2002).  For freeze-tolerant organisms 
experiencing the growth of ice in their body cavity, the major difference between 
desiccation stress at low temperature and freezing stress could be seen as the 
presence of ice.  
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Rudolph and Crowe (1985) investigated the effects of proline and trehalose, 
working on isolated lobster vesicles from lobster endoplasmic reticulum. They found 
that both confer protection to membranes during freezing, although interestingly 
they noted that proline also seemed to affect ice crystal shape by making them less 
sharp. Kostal et al. (2012) were able to express freeze tolerance in the larva of the 
normally freeze avoidant Drosophila melanogaster by feeding it proline. The same 
effect was not achieved when they were fed trehalose, however, even though both 
compounds reached similar concentrations after treatment. Why this may be the case 
is unknown, but would be worthwhile investigating further. 
 
2.4.4 Conclusions 
 As highlighted in Table 2.4, there was an overwhelming lack of consistency in 
the seasonal pattern of change observed in the responses of H. maori. Only three out 
of the 13 tissue/response combinations behaved generally as expected. Furthermore, 
differences in the seasonal pattern of change between the responses of haemolymph 
and the gut tissue and contents were also found. As freezing stress generally will 
affect an insect’s entire body, these findings highlight the need to investigate more 
than just the haemolymph to get an accurate idea of what cold-tolerance properties 
may change not only on a seasonal basis in nature, but also in acclimation studies 
which tend to focus only on the haemolymph (e.g. Ramløv et al., 1978; Duman and 
Serianni, 2002).  
While  these results are based on experiments with a fairly low sample sizes, 
this is fairly standard in physiological studies of this kind (e.g Elnitksy et al., 2008 or 
Marshall et al., 2014).  The material from each wētā was subjected to nine different 
assays. With three different types of material (seven for the ice nucleation study) and 
four replicates per season, 124 assays were conducted on each set of seasonal 
samples. In addition to wanting to minimise the number of animals taken from the 
field, the number of replicates was also limited by the need to keep the number of 
assays conducted within manageable levels. The level of replication was sufficient to 




Table 2.4. Summary of predictions and results for properties of cold-tolerance mechanisms 
and components of Hemideina maori investigated. 
Property 
measured 
Component Prediction Result 
SCP Whole weta Slight changes, with lowest 
SCP found in winter. 
Slight changes, but SCP 
lowest in winter and 
summer. 
 
Osmolality Haemolymph Some changes, with highest 




 Gut tissue “” Some changes, but levels 
were elevated in 
summer as well as 
winter. 
 






Protein levels Haemolymph Some seasonal changes 
expected, with highest levels 
predicted in winter. 
No seasonal changes 
observed. 
 
 Gut tissue “” Seasonal changes 
observed, but levels 
highest in winter and 
summer. 
 
 Gut contents “” Largely as expected, 
although levels lowest in 







Amino acids Haemolymph Some seasonal changes, with 
generally higher levels 
expected in winter. The 
change in proline levels was 
expected to be greater, with 
high levels in winter. 
Largely as expected, 
although only proline 
and alanine changed on 
a seasonal basis 
 
 
 Gut tissue “” Most amino acids fairly 
constant throughout the 
year, although glycine, 
arginine, and alanine 
were elevated in 
summer. Proline levels 
elevated in winter and 
summer. 
 
 Gut contents “” Amino acid levels fairly 






Haemolymph Expected elevated levels of 
trehalose and glycerol in 
winter. General seasonal 
differences were expected to 
be low, although a greater 
difference in trehalose was 
predicted. 
Glycerol levels elevated 
in summer, but no 
change in trehalose and 
glucose levels 




 Gut tissue “” Glycerol elevated in 
summer, no change in 







Gut contents “” Glycerol elevated in 
spring and summer, no 
change in trehalose. 






Chapter 3: Ice active proteins. I. Recrystallisation 












In the previous chapter, I described the seasonal differences found in SCPs, 
osmolality, protein levels, amino acids, and sugars. This chapter will investigate this 
same seasonal pattern, but with a focus on recrystallisation inhibition proteins (RIPs), 
a type of ice active protein (IAP). There are three main types of IAPs, namely RIPs, 
which keep already formed ice crystals from growing too large (Wharton et al., 2005), 
ice nucleation proteins (INPs), which trigger the formation of ice and avoid 
supercooling, and antifreeze proteins (AFPs), sometimes also called thermal 
hysteresis proteins, which prevent ice from forming (Duman, 2001). More detailed 
information about these proteins can be found in Chapter 1. 
Recrystallisation inhibition activity (RIA) has traditionally been measured 
using the splat freezing assay (Knight et al., 1988). This assay is very time consuming, 
however, so Wharton et al. (2007) proposed an alternate method for measuring RIA - 
optical recrystallometry, which would allow for a large number of samples to be 
screened for activity quickly. 
The aims of this chapter were to investigate the activity of IAPs in Hemideina 
maori, and how their activity changes on a seasonal basis. In particular, RIA was 
investigated in the gut and haemolymph of H. maori. Thermal hysteresis (TH) activity 
was also examined. Additionally, the optical recrystallometer’s suitability as a viable 
alternative to the splat assay for the measurement of RIA was assessed. 
 Previous research has found no RIA in the wētā’s haemolymph (Ramløv et al., 
1996), so this was expected to still be the case. The gut of H. maori has not been 
previously studied, but the alpine cockroach Celatoblatta quinquemaculata has both 
RIA and TH in its gut (Wharton et al., 2009) and this may also be the case for H. maori. 
As with the previous chapter, little seasonal variation in activity was expected due to 








Unless otherwise stated, all wētā haemolymph, gut tissue, and gut contents 
samples were prepared as described previously (2.2.2). 
 
3.2.1 Recrystallisation inhibition activity 
 Recrystallisation inhibition activity was measured using two different assays. 
3.2.1.1 Optical recrystallometry 
 This assay involved using an optical recrystallometer (http://www.otago-
osmometers.com/opticalrecrystallometer.htm). About 200 μL of wētā sample was 
transferred to the bottom of glass tubes, ensuring no air bubbles formed. The glass 
tubes were snap frozen by submersion in an ethanol/dry ice slush at -78 °C. They 
were then transferred to a sample holder, cooled to -20 °C using a Thermo/HAAKE 
C35P circulator with Phoenix II controller. The sample holder was then warmed 
to   -8 °C, before transferring the tubes to the optical recrystallometer’s sample 
holder, also cooled to -8 °C, using Peltier modules and cooling fluid from a cooling 
unit (Figure 3.1). An annealing temperature of -8 °C was used, as partial melting of 
the sample may occur at temperatures higher than that. Optical transmittance 
through the sample was measured using a light sensor interfaced to a Macintosh 
computer via a Maclab analog/digital interface (ADInstruments Ltd., New Zealand). 
The LabChart program (ADInstruments Ltd., New Zealand) was used to record these 








Optical transmittance was measured when the sample reached -8 °C and again 
after one and 24 h. The change in optical transmittance was used as an indicator for 
levels of RIA. As fewer larger crystals cause less side- and back-scattering of light 
(Wharton et al., 2007), recrystallisation of ice would lead to an increase in optical 
transmittance over time; a lack of such an increase would therefore indicate RIA. The 
optical recrystallometer was calibrated before each run using a toothpick in the 
sample tube (for no optical transmittance, or 0) and an empty tube (for full 
transmittance, or 100). 
Figure 3.1. Experimental set up of the optical 
recrystallometer. (Top Left) The optical 
recrystallometer (OR) shown with its cooling 
unit (CU), and the Maclab analog/digital 
interface (AD) connected to a Macintosh 
computer. (Top Right) The optical 
recrystallometer’s sample chamber, showing the 
slot for the sample tube (S) through which an 
LED is shined and the heat sinks (H) for the 
Peltier cooling modules, which are sandwiched 
between the heat sinks and the sample holder. 
(Bottom Left) Haake C35P refrigerated 
circulator with sample holder. Samples are 




Optical transmittance was measured in the tissues of four wētā per season, as 
well as 25 mM Tris buffer, pH 8.0 (control), and lawn grass homogenate (a mixture of 
Festuca nigrescens, Agrostis tenuis and Lolium sp.; positive control, see Wharton et al. 
(2007)). Additionally, the optical transmittance of melted samples of each tissue was 
measured to rule out pigmentation having an effect on optical transmittance levels; 
all melted samples showed maximum optical transmittance.  
3.2.1.2 Splat freezing assay 
 The second assay used was the splat freezing assay, first described by Knight 
et al. (1988). For this assay, a 10 μL droplet of sample was dropped from a height of 
about 2 m through a tube onto a polished aluminium block held in a polystyrene box 
filled with dry ice, resulting in a thin disc forming on the block (Figure 3.2). The disc 
was broken up using a scalpel cooled in dry ice, and a piece of thin ice was then 





















Figure 3.2. A droplet of sample being dropped from 2 m onto a block of polished aluminium 




The cover slips were transferred to a microscope cold stage, which was 
mounted on a Zeiss Axiophot Photomicroscope (Carl Zeiss AG, Germany), and cooled 
to -20 °C by fluid from a Haake F3 refrigerated circulator. Condensation of the 
microscope chamber was avoided by flushing it with nitrogen gas (Figure 3.3). 
 
 
Figure 3.3. The microscope cold stage on a Zeiss Axiophot photomicroscope, with a Canon 
PowerShot A640 digital camera mounted on top.  
Nitrogen flushed into 






The temperature was raised to -8 °C and the ice crystals photographed 
between crossed Polaroid filters using a Canon PowerShot A640 digital camera 
mounted on the microscope. The annealing temperature of -8 °C was chosen to allow 
direct comparison to the results obtained with the optical recrystallometer. After 
being allowed to anneal at -8 °C for 30 min, the ice crystals were photographed once 
more. The diameter of the ten most prominent (which also tend to be the largest) ice 
crystals was measured using the public domain image processing program Fiji 
(Schindelin et al., 2012). To determine RIA, the mean crystal diameter of the various 
tissues was compared to that of a buffer control (25 mM Tris, pH 8.0). This technique 
was used on a number of wētā samples collected in autumn (see 2.2.1 for collection 
dates) and buffer controls to confirm the measurements made with the optical 
recrystallometer. 
To validate the measurements of RIA by the optical recrystallometer, the 
correlation between optical transmittance and ice crystal diameter was investigated 
using Pearson’s r. After it was confirmed that ice crystal diameter measured with the 
splat freezing assay and optical transmittance measured with the optical 
recrystallometer were strongly correlated, indicating that the optical 
recrystallometer was indeed measuring RIA, the data from the optical 
recrystallometer were used to investigate this activity. 
 
3.2.2 Thermal hysteresis 
Thermal hysteresis was measured using an Otago Osmometers Nanolitre 
Osmometer (http://www.otago-osmometers.com/nanolitreosmometers.htm). 
Droplets of about 20 nL of sample were transferred in duplicate to the wells of the 
Osmometer head, which were filled with mineral oil (Cargille immersion oil type B). 
The head of the Osmometer was mounted on the specimen stage of a Zeiss Axiophot 
Photomicroscope (Carl Zeiss AG, Germany), and was cooled rapidly to -30 °C to freeze 
the samples, using a Haake F3 refrigerated circulator connected to the head and the 





Figure 3.4. (Top) Experimental set up of the nanolitre osmometer, showing the nanolitre 
osmometer (NO), and the digital camera mounted on the Zeiss Axiophot photomicroscope. 
(Bottom) Close up of the nanolitre osmometer head with the sample holder. The sample wells 
were filled with oil (Cargille’s B), before sample droplets were added.  
 
The temperature was then raised quickly until melting was initiated, at which 
point it was increased more slowly (~0.01 °C min-1) until a single ice crystal was 
obtained. The temperature at which this single ice crystal started to melt was taken as 
the melting temperature. The temperature was then slowly decreased until the ice 
crystal started growing again. This temperature was recorded as the hysteresis 




the samples. In addition to this, the shape of the ice crystal was noted, and pictures 
were taken using a Canon PowerShot A640 digital camera mounted on the 
microscope. 
Thermal hysteresis activity was calculated for haemolymph, gut tissue and gut 
contents of three wētā per season. Droplets of 25 mM Tris Buffer (pH 8.0) were used 
as a negative control, and haemolymph of Tenebrio molitor was used as a positive 
control, as it has previously been shown to exhibit TH activity (Patterson and Duman, 
1978). One sample of gut tissue homogenate was also concentrated by drying the 
sample in a VaCo 2-II (ZIRBUS technology GmbH, Germany) freeze dryer for 12 h, 
then reconstituting it in 20 µL of Tris buffer. 
 
3.2.3 Statistical analyses 
Data were tested for homogeneity of variance and normality using Brown-
Forsyth Levene-type tests and Shapiro tests, respectively. Due to some data not being 
normally distributed, log transformations were applied (which were tested again by 
Shapiro and Levene tests). For the optical recrystallometry, haemolymph data were 
transformed by applying a parameter determined using Box-Cox power analysis. One-
way ANOVA was carried out to investigate statistically significant differences 
between seasons, with Tukey HSD posthoc tests used for pairwise comparisons for 
results obtained with the optical recrystallometer. Splat assay data were analysed 
with a Kruskal-Wallis test, followed up by post-hoc Dunn’s test. All statistical tests 
and graphs were done in R (version 3.2.2 “Fire Safety”, R Development Core Team 
2015). Untransformed data are shown on figures. Note that data shown represent 








3.3.1 Recrystallisation inhibition activity 
3.3.1.1 Optical recrystallometry 
Tris buffer samples had significantly higher levels of optical transmittance 
compared to grass extract samples (T-test, t = 3.28, df = 7, p < 0.001). Furthermore, 
optical transmittance levels increased over time for Tris samples (One-way ANOVA: 
F2, 15 = 69.88, p < 0.001) whereas for grass extracts, optical transmittance did not 
change over time (F2, 6 = 1.11, p = 0.388; Figure 3.5). 
 
Figure 3.5. Mean optical transmittance of grass extracts (□) and Tris buffer control (⬛) 
samples after 0, 1, and 24 h annealing at -8 °C measured with the optical recrystallometer. 
n(Grass extracts) = 3; n(Tris buffer) = 6. Sample sizes refer to each time point. Error bars are 




There were significant differences in the levels of optical transmittance after 
24 h in wētā haemolymph samples collected at different times of the year (One-way 
ANOVA, F3, 12 = 17.93, p < 0.001). Post-hoc comparisons (using Tukey’s HSD test) 
revealed that the samples collected in winter and spring both had significantly lower 
levels of optical transmittance compared to those collected in summer. Summer 
collected samples in turn had significantly lower levels of optical transmittance than 
autumn collected haemolymph samples (Figure 3.6).  
Significant seasonal differences in optical transmittance were also found in 
wētā gut tissue samples (F3,12 = 11.46, p < 0.001). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons 
showed that there were no significant differences in optical transmittance levels 
between samples from winter, spring, or summer. However, all three had significantly 
lower levels compared to gut tissue samples collected in autumn (Figure 3.6). 
No significant seasonal differences in optical transmittance were detected in 
wētā gut contents samples, with similar levels found throughout the year (F3,12 = 







Figure 3.6. Mean optical transmittance levels after 24 h at -8 °C for Hemideina maori 
haemolymph (A), gut tissue (B), and gut contents (C) samples collected at different times of 
the year. n for all groups = 4. Error bars are ±1 standard error. Different letters signify 








3.3.1.2 Splat assay 
There were significant differences in the average size of ice crystals found in 
wētā gut tissue, gut contents and haemolymph samples (Kruskal-Wallis χ2 = 42.99, df 
= 3, p < 0.001; Figures 3.7 and 3.8). It appears that crystals were smallest in the gut 
contents, followed by the gut tissue and haemolymph. Post-hoc Dunn tests revealed 
no significant difference in crystal size between gut tissue and haemolymph (p = 
0.447), and haemolymph and Tris buffer samples, however (p = 0.088); all other 
pairwise comparisons were significantly different. 
 
Figure 3.7. Average ice crystal diameter (in µm) of Tris buffer control, Hemideina maori gut 
tissue, gut contents and haemolymph samples. Each column is the average of 10 ice crystals 




Figure 3.8. Various Hemideina maori samples after 0 (left column) and 30 min (right column) 
annealing at -8 °C during the splat freezing assay. A and B = gut contents; C and D = 
haemolymph; E and F = gut tissue; G and H = Tris buffer. Scale bar = 50 µm. Note the 
relatively small crystal diameter in the gut contents after 30 min, showing RIA. 
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Optical transmittance levels and crystal size were strongly correlated 
(Pearson’s r = 0.94, df =3, p = 0.019, R2 = 0.88; Figure 3.9) 
 
 
Figure 3.9. Optical transmittance and ice crystal diameter (in µm) of Hemideina maori tissue 
samples measured with both the optical recrystallometer and the splat freezing assay. n = 5. 
 
 
3.3.2 Thermal hysteresis 
No TH activity was found in the gut tissue, gut contents or haemolymph, for 
any season tested. However, when concentrated, a low level of TH was detected in the 
gut tissue (Table 3.1).   Some crystal shaping was evident, with hexagonal or weakly 






Table 3.1. Nanolitre osmometer results on Hemideina maori tissues and buffer control samples. 
Sample N Thermal Hysteresis (ᵒC) Crystal Shape 
Tris buffer 12a 0.01 Disc 
Gut tissue 12a 0.01 Weak hexagonal to hexagonal 
Gut contents 12a 0.01 Hexagonal 
Haemolymph 12a 0.01 Disc 
Gut tissue (20x concentrated) 1 0.17 Rectangular 
Tenebrio molitor haemolymph 3 2.1 ± 0.17b Indeterminate (explosive growth) 
a 3 weta from each season. These were combined in the table as no samples showed any thermal hysteresis. 





Figure 3.10. Examples of the different ice crystal shapes mentioned in Table 3.1, found in 
droplets of Hemideina maori sample homogenates on a nanolitre osmometer.                              
A (Haemolymph): Disc; B (Gut tissue): Weak hexagonal; C (Gut contents): Hexagonal. Scale 




3.4.1 Recrystallisation inhibition activity 
Samples with high optical transmittance levels measured by the optical 
recrystallometer are indicative of a lack of RIA, because fewer, larger ice crystals 
cause less side- and back-scattering of the light passing through the sample. 
Conversely, samples with low optical transmittance levels therefore suggest RIA is 
present (Wharton et al., 2007). 
The results of this study indicate that RIA is present in the tissues of 
Hemideina maori throughout the year. Some changes in activity on a seasonal basis 
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were detected in the gut tissues and haemolymph; no changes were found in the gut 
contents, which showed low levels of optical transmittance, and thus high levels of 
recrystallisation inhibition, throughout the year. The optical transmittance 
measurements in the gut contents also indicate that these have the highest levels of 
RIA of the samples measured. The same relative activity levels in the tissues was also 
found with the splat freezing method on samples collected in autumn, with the gut 
contents being the most active sample. 
The presence of RIA was expected, based on what is known of the cold-
tolerance strategy of H. maori. Since the alpine wētā freezes and an estimated 82% of 
its body water turns to ice (Ramløv and Westh, 1993), RIA is probably important for 
its survival. Possibly the most important aspect controlled by this activity is to keep 
the growth of ice crystals in check to prevent mechanical damage to cells and the 
movement of still-liquid salty material (Knight and Duman, 1986). However, in 
addition to this, it may be important to stabilise membranes (Tomczak et al., 2002), 
and to control the shape and location of ice crystals (Tursman et al., 1994; Wharton et 
al., 2005).   
A previous study of the haemolymph of H. maori by Ramløv et al. (1996) found 
no RIA. While these results seem to run counter to those of the current study, the 
haemolymph in Ramløv et al.’s study was collected in autumn. The autumn-collected 
haemolymph samples in the present study also showed no RIA, complementing the 
results of Ramløv et al.’s study. 
Compared to other insects, such as the beetle Dendroides canadensis (Knight 
and Duman, 1986) or the alpine cockroach Celatoblatta quinquemaculata (Wharton et 
al., 2009), the RIA of H. maori appears to be relatively weak. The ice crystals 
measured in the alpine cockroach’s tissues were much smaller than in the wētā, 
although the activity in the gut contents appeared to be of similar strength (Wharton 
et al., 2009). The haemolymph of D. canadensis showed no change in crystal size even 
after 8 days at -4 °C (Knight and Duman, 1986), whereas the wētā’s did show changes 
even after 30 min. Although some of the difference in the strength of the activity may 
be due to dilution, the non-colligative action of RIA means that the effect of this 
dilution is likely to be small. Direct comparison to the RIA of other orthopterans is not 
possible as no information is available.. 
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It should also be pointed out that while the RI activity in this study was 
measured at -8 °C, such temperatures are relatively uncommon in the Rock and Pillar 
Range (Ramløv, 1999; Sinclair, 2001). As the mechanism underlying RI is thought to 
be the same as for TH (Knight et al., 1984; Knight and Duman, 1986; Duman 2015), 
the activity exhibited by the RIAs at -8 °C is probably weaker than it would be at the 
wētā’s supercooling point (SCP), where it may inhibit recrystallisation far more 
effectively, which may lead to an underestimation of the importance of RI for H. 
maori. 
It is unclear why H. maori should have higher levels of RIA in its haemolymph 
and gut tissues in the warmer summer months compared to autumn. Temperatures in 
the Rock and Pillar Range can drop below 0 °C at any time of the year (Ramløv, 1999; 
Sinclair, 2001), so the presence of RIA in the summer was not unexpected. However, 
the lack of activity in the haemolymph in autumn is unexpected, as the risk of freezing 
is still present. 
Although it would not explain the lack of any RIA in the wētā’s haemolymph in 
autumn, it is possible that the activity is generally weaker in the haemolymph than 
the gut because there may be more space in the haemocoel, allowing crystals to grow 
larger before mechanical damage will be caused. 
The source of the RIA is not known. The activity in the gut contents may come 
from the wētā’s food; however, the activity in the gut tissues and haemolymph is 
likely to be produced by the wētā itself. That the activity in those tissues is also 
absorbed from the food is unlikely since the proteins and other factors that may be 
the source of the activity would be broken down by digestive enzymes in the midgut 
(Chown and Nicolson, 2004). 
As mentioned, the RIA found in the wētā’s gut contents may be due to 
consumed plant matter. Recrystallisation inhibition activity appears to be fairly 
widespread, although not universal, in plants (Griffith and Yaish, 2004; Bannister, 
2007). It is also not an activity exclusive to alpine plants (Sidebottom et al., 2000). 
While direct comparisons in RIA between alpine and lowland species do not appear 
to exist, cold tolerance levels appear to increase with increasing elevation (Bannister, 
2007). Similar to what is found in insects, plants found in the northern hemisphere 
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also appear to show more seasonality in their cold tolerance than those from the 
southern hemisphere, which exhibit cold tolerance even during the growing season 
(Duman and Olsen, 1993; Bannister et al., 2005). 
 
3.4.2 Recrystallisation inhibition activity assays 
The most widespread technique to measure RIA is the splat freezing assay 
(described in 3.2.1.2), first introduced to cryobiology by Knight et al. (1988). The 
splat assay is a very time consuming technique, however, that can only be used on 
one sample at a time. Additionally, sublimation of ice occurs unless cover slips or 
hexane are used, and the potential for the condensation of water vapour on the ice 
disk further complicates the method (Wharton et al., 2007). Less time-consuming 
alternatives to measure RIA would therefore be useful. 
The strong positive correlation between the optical transmittance measured 
with the optical recrystallometer and the ice crystal size measured with the splat 
freezing assay, as well as the optical recrystallometer successfully detecting RIA in the 
grass extract positive control, suggest that optical recrystallometry is a valid 
alternative to the splat assay. The two techniques are likely measuring different, but 
related, physical processes. In addition, the optical recrystallometer appeared to 
measure relatively greater differences between the strength of RIA in the wētā’s 
tissues for the autumn samples measured, suggesting that it may be more sensitive 
than the splat assay. 
These results are encouraging, because the optical recrystallometer would be 
able to be used to screen a large number of samples quickly for RIA. 
 
3.4.3 Thermal hysteresis 
Thermal hysteresis activity was completely absent from all tissues tested. This 
would place the IAP (if it is indeed a protein) of H. maori in the group of proteins with 
RIA but little or no TH. It could therefore be referred to as a RIP, similar to the factors 
produced by the Antarctic nematode Panagrolaimus davidi (Wharton et al., 2005).  
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Some activity could be detected when samples were concentrated 
substantially (20-fold), but the level of concentration required for this was so high it 
is doubtful that this is biologically relevant. It does however indicate that some TH 
activity is present, albeit at levels too low to detect.  
Additionally, some crystal shaping was evident. In the absence of AFPs, ice 
crystals would tend to grow as discs, because water molecules will preferentially add 
to the prism surfaces (a-axial growth), over the two basal planes (c-axial growth). If 
an IAP is present, this pattern is changed. Insect AFPs typically cause ice crystals to 
take on a hexagonal shape (Houston et al., 1998; Graether et al., 2000; Jia and Davies, 
2002). Hexagonal crystals were detected in the gut tissues and contents of H. maori. 
This suggests that the RIP may be binding to the ice, without causing a meaningful 
difference in the melting and freezing point. However, no shaping of the ice was 
detected in haemolymph samples. This may indicate that more than one type of RIP is 
produced by H. maori, similar to what has been found in the mealworm Tenebrio 
molitor (Liou et al., 1999), which would also explain the different levels of RIA 
detected in the different tissues. It is also possible that the concentration of the RIP 
was simply too low to cause ice crystal shaping in the haemolymph samples. 
The wētā’s haemolymph has been tested for TH activity in the past. Consistent 
with the results of the present study, no activity was found then either (Ramløv, 
1999). No TH has been detected in the haemolymph of the alpine cockroach C. 
quinquemaculata, either (Wharton et al., 2009).  
The lack of TH activity in the alpine wētā was expected, due to its freezing-
tolerant cold-tolerance strategy. The addition of TH activity would seem to be 
counterproductive to freeze-tolerant animals, as masking ice nucleators and 
preventing ice formation at high subzero temperatures could lead to uncontrolled 
and rapid growth of ice. Even so TH activity has been found in tissues of many freeze-
tolerant insects in the past, including the gut of C. quinquemaculata, and in other 
insects known to survive freezing to very low temperatures (-70 °C), although the 
function of TH is not clear in these animals (Duman et al., 2004; Walters et al., 2009; 
Wharton et al., 2009). 
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A worthwhile future direction for this area of the study would be to further 
investigate the source of the RIA in the wētā’s gut contents. As suggested earlier, it is 
possible that this activity is caused by plant matter consumed by H. maori. Wētā could 
be put on a diet of food known to exhibit no RIA. After sufficient time on this new diet, 
the gut contents of these wētā should be analysed.  
The results of this study would be useful in various ways. Firstly, if the gut 
contents still exhibit RIA on the new diet, it would suggest that H. maori produces its 
recrystallisation inhibition factors and secretes them into the gut. If, however, no RIA 
is found, it suggests that the activity comes from the food, and furthermore, the 
substance responsible for it is resistant to digestive enzymes. This study could also be 
taken further by investigating RIA in plants in the Rock and Pillar Range known to be 
eaten by the wētā (identified through gut content analysis), and this activity could 






















In the previous chapters, I discussed how Hemideina maori reacts to the 
changing seasons in terms of its supercooling point (SCP), osmolality, protein levels, 
amino acids, and sugars (Chapter 2), as well as recrystallisation inhibition activity 
(RIA) and thermal hysteresis (TH; Chapter 3). This chapter will conclude the broader 
seasonal investigation in this thesis by looking at ice nucleation activity (INA). As 
described in Chapter 1, ice nucleation agents are employed by freezing tolerant 
animals to ensure that ice forms slowly and steadily at high subzero temperatures, 
rather than rapidly and out of control after extensive supercooling (Zachariassen and 
Hammel, 1976; Mazur, 1984; Duman et al., 2010). I briefly touched on the three main 
types of ice nucleating agents: INPs produced by the animals themselves, ice-
nucleating microorganisms including bacteria, and crystalloid compounds. 
As temperature decreases and water becomes supercooled, water molecules 
temporarily arrange themselves into ice-like configurations. These molecular 
arrangements, called embryo crystals, will naturally form randomly at subzero 
temperatures, becoming progressively larger as the temperature drops further 
(Duman, 2001; Duman et al., 2010). Once they reach a critical size, water molecules 
will join onto the embryo crystal and ice begins to grow. With no nucleators present, 
and in small volumes of water, this typically happens at around -40 °C, and is called 
homogenous nucleation (Duman, 2001; Duman et al., 2010). When ice nucleators are 
present, they act by arranging water molecules into stable embryo crystals at much 
higher temperatures than they would otherwise form, thereby significantly 
increasing the temperature at which ice begins to grow. In these circumstances, the 
nucleation event is termed heterogeneous nucleation (Duman, 2001; Duman et al., 
2010).  
 Liu and Du (2004) argued that in normal circumstances, homogeneous 
nucleation is virtually impossible due to the difficulty of removing all foreign particles 
from a sample. They argued that therefore homogeneous nucleation as most authors 
would describe it does not exist as such, with the nucleation instead being caused by 
minute amounts of particles. However, it has also been argued that heterogeneous 
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nucleation below -18 °C does not exist, either, leading to a direct contradiction 
(Zachariassen et al., 2004; Duman et al., 2010). 
Ice nucleators can be found in a variety tissues. While they were first 
discovered in the haemolymph of freeze-tolerant tenebrionids (Zachariassen and 
Hammel, 1976), they are not exclusively found in the haemolymph, and have also 
been found in the gut and various other tissues including Malpighian tubules and fat 
body cells (Sømme and Conradi-Larsen, 1977; Tsumuki and Konno, 1991; Mugnano 
et al., 1996; Worland et al., 1997).  
Typically, the most active ice nucleators found in animals are ice-nucleating 
microorganisms, which are active at temperatures as high as -2 °C. Ice-nucleating 
proteins produced by insects, on the other hand, are generally not active until 
approximately -6 °C (Zachariassen and Hammel, 1976; Kaneko et al., 1991; Lee et al., 
1991; Duman, 2001). It has been suggested that the lower activity of insect INPs could 
be explained by the slow freezing caused by freezing at too high a subzero 
temperature being possibly damaging just like freezing after extensive supercooling 
(Duman et al., 1992; Lundheim, 2002). However, since examples of insects freezing, 
and surviving, at very high and very low subzero temperatures exist (Ring and Tesar, 
1980; Shimada and Riihimaa, 1988), a universal optimal temperature of freezing does 
not seem to exist, but most freezing-tolerant insects appear to have INPs in their 
haemolymph (Duman et al., 1992).  
In freeze-tolerant animals, the most active nucleators will generally determine 
at what temperature, and where in the body, ice will start to form inside the animal. 
Not only will the release of the heat of fusion during freezing (Lee, 1989; Lundheim, 
2002) increase the animal’s body temperature, but the cryoprotectants and other 
solutes will also become more concentrated due to the freeze concentration effect. 
These factors combined mean it will be unlikely for other, weaker nucleators to cause 
another freezing event after the initial one (Lee, 2010). 
The aims of this chapter were to investigate ice nucleation in different tissues 
of H. maori, specifically in the gut (with the tissues and contents investigated 
separately), and the haemolymph, and if this activity changes on a seasonal basis. Ice 
nucleation activity has previously been observed in the wētā’s haemolymph and gut 
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contents (Wilson and Ramløv, 1995; Sinclair et al., 1999) in summer and winter, so it 
was expected that this would be the case. Due to the ever-present risk of freezing in 
the wētā’s habitat, no, or very weak, seasonal changes in activity were expected. 
Additionally, the wētā’s gut was divided into fore-, mid-, and hind-gut sections, to 




All samples were prepared as described in Chapter 2 (2.2.2). In addition, the 
guts of three extra wētā collected in the summer of 2015 were dissected out and 
divided up into fore-, mid-, and hind-gut sections (O'Brien and Field, 2001), with each 
section being split into gut contents and tissues and homogenised as in 2.2.2. 
 
4.2.1 Ice nucleating activity 
Ice nucleation activity was measured using an ice nucleation spectrometer 
(Wharton et al., 2004). Ten microlitre droplets of sample were drawn into short glass 
capillary tubes. Both ends of the tubes were then sealed with mineral oil (Cargille 
immersion oil type A), followed by one end being sealed with cristaseal. Six tubes at a 
time were then transferred into four small aluminium holders, arranged so that a 
thermocouple could be inserted into a gap in the centre (Figure 4.1). The aluminium 
holders were then transferred to a cooling block connected to a Thermo/HAAKE 
C35P circulator with Phoenix II controller, and the thermocouples were interfaced 
with a Macintosh computer via a Maclab analog/digital interface (ADInstruments 
Ltd., New Zealand). The LabChart program (ADInstruments Ltd., New Zealand) was 
used to record temperature readings. 
The block was cooled to 1 °C and after samples had equilibrated to that 
temperature, they were further cooled to -20 °C at a rate of 0.5 °C min-1.  Temperature 
of crystallisation (Tc = supercooling point) was then taken from the temperature 
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recordings at the point immediately before the freezing exotherm. Two runs were 




Figure 4.1 The ice nucleation spectrometer. (Left) Refrigerated circulator (RC), cooling block 
(CB) and Maclab analog/digital interface (AD) connected to a Macintosh computer. (Right) 
Top down view of one of four aluminium holders holding six sample tubes, highlighted in 
white. The aluminium holders are inserted into holes in the cooling block, with 
thermocouples inserted into the space in the centre, between the tubes. Scale bar = 5 mm. 
 
One sample from each tissue type (haemolymph, gut tissue, and gut contents) 
from each of four animals were analysed per season, and three replicates of each fore-
, mid-, and hind-gut tissue and contents sample. Buffer control samples (Tris buffer 
25 mM, pH 8.0) were analysed. Furthermore, 10X dilution series were also carried 
out (diluted with buffer). During analysis of the dilution series it was determined that 
a 10,000-fold dilution was sufficient to see differences between samples, so for 
samples where a full dilution series was not carried out, an undiluted and a 10,000-






The number of ice nucleators at -5 °C was calculated for the different sections 
of the gut tissue and contents using a modified formula based on work by Vali (1971): 
N(T) = (-ln f) / V 
where N is the number of nucleators at a certain temperature (T), f is the proportion 
of unfrozen droplets at this temperature, and V is the volume of the droplets. A plot of 
the log number of nucleators per gram of sample against the log of temperature is 
approximately linear, so the number of active nucleators at different temperatures 
can be calculated from a regression line based on this plot (Worland et al., 1996; 
Wharton et al., 2010). 
 
4.2.2 Statistical analyses 
Welch’s ANOVA, followed by Tamhane’s T2 post-hoc tests with variances not 
assumed equal were used to determine if the Tc were significantly different from each 
other and from a buffer control.  Statistical tests were done in SPSS (version 22, IBM 
Corp., 2013) and graphs were done in R (version 3.2.2 “Fire Safety”, R Development 





4.3.1 Seasonal ice nucleation activity 
Significant seasonal differences in the strength of INA were found in the 
haemolymph (Welch’s ANOVA F3, 298.27 = 200.11, p < 0.001). There were significant 
differences between each of the seasons compared to each other (Tamhane’s T2, 
variances not assumed equal, p < 0.05), and haemolymph droplets from all seasons 
had significantly lower Tc than the buffer control, with the winter samples having the 





Figure 4.2. The distribution of the Tc of droplets of Tris buffer, and Hemideina maori  
haemolymph samples from four different seasons. Each graph shows droplets from four 
different samples, with 48 potential measurement per sample (except the buffer control and 
winter, where n = 3). Mean Tc ± 1 standard error are shown. 
 
Significant seasonal differences were also found in the Tc of droplets from 
wētā gut tissues (F3, 273.29 = 115.74). All pairwise differences between the seasons 
were significant (p < 0.05), except between spring and winter (p > 0.05). Gut tissue 
samples from all seasons had significantly stronger INA than the buffer control (p < 




Figure 4.3. The distribution of the Tc of droplets of Tris buffer, and Hemideina maori gut tissue 
homogenate samples from four different seasons. Each graph shows droplets from four 
different samples, with 48 potential measurement per sample (except the buffer control and 
winter, where n = 3). Mean Tc ± 1 standard error are shown. 
 
Finally, significant seasonal differences in INA were also present in the wētā’s 
gut contents (F3, 271.53 = 103.57, p < 0.001). All pairwise differences were statistically 
significant (p < 0.05), except for between autumn and spring. Samples from all 
seasons had significantly lower Tc compared to the buffer control (p < 0.05) and there 





Figure 4.4. The distribution of the Tc of droplets of Tris buffer, and Hemideina maori gut 
contents homogenate samples from four different seasons. Each graph shows droplets from 
four different samples, with 48 potential measurement per sample (except the buffer control 
and winter, where n = 3). Mean Tc ± 1 standard error are shown. 
 
The Tc decreased with increasing dilution factor. Even a 10,000-fold dilution 
was not sufficient to reduce any of the winter-collected wētā samples to the levels of 
the buffer control (p < 0.05). The gut tissue samples exhibited lower concentrations 
of nucleation activity than the gut contents, although between a 1,000-fold and 
10,000-fold dilution, this trend was reversed. The haemolymph sample had the 







Figure 4.5. Mean Tc of various dilutions of Hemideina maori gut tissue (□), gut contents (○), 
and haemolymph (⬛) collected in winter, as well as Tris buffer control (●). Error bars are ±1 
standard error (where not visible, standard error is lower than the size of the point). n for 
undiluted samples and Tris buffer = 3; n for diluted samples = 2. 
 
4.3.2 Gut ice nucleation activity 
There were significant differences in the INA of the different sections of the 
gut (Welch’s ANOVA: F6, 274.29 = 1423.65, p < 0.001). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons 
showed that all sections of the gut had significantly higher INA compared to the 
buffer control (Tamhane’s T2, variances not assumed equal, p < 0.05). The hindgut 
contents exhibited the strongest activity, higher than all other sections (p < 0.05), 
followed by the midgut contents. The midgut contents, in turn, did not show 
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significantly different Tc than the hindgut tissue, foregut contents, or midgut tissue (p 
> 0.05). The hindgut tissue had higher nucleation activity than the midgut tissue (p > 
0.05), but not the fore- or midgut contents (p < 0.05). Finally, the section of the gut 
with the least INA, lower than all others, was the foregut tissue (p < 0.05; Figure 4.6). 
Generally, the INA was stronger in the gut contents than in the gut tissues, 
except for the midgut where no such difference was found (p > 0.05). The 
concentration of the ice nucleating factor also appeared to be higher in the gut 
contents, as the activity decreased at a slower rate as the dilution factor increased 
(Figures 4.7, 4.8, 4.9). In the hindgut, for example, the activity in the gut contents was 
one dilution step higher than in the tissue (i.e no significant difference was found 
between the undiluted tissue and the 10-fold diluted contents, or the 10-fold diluted 
tissue and 100-fold diluted contents [p > 0.05], etc.).  
While both the gut contents and gut tissues contained nucleators active at high 
subzero temperatures, the gut contents consistently contained more nucleators active 
at -5 °C than the gut tissues, with a general trend of increasing active nucleators 








Figure 4.6. The distribution of the Tc of droplets of Hemideina maori fore-, mid-, and hind-gut 
samples, split into tissue and contents, and Tris buffer control sample. n = 3 for wētā samples; 






Figure 4.7. Mean Tc of various dilutions of Hemideina maori foregut tissue (□), foregut 
contents (○) and Tris buffer control (●). Error bars are ±1 standard error (where not visible, 







Figure 4.8. Mean Tc of various dilutions of Hemideina maori midgut tissue (□), midgut 
contents (○) and Tris buffer control (●). Error bars are ±1 standard error (where not visible, 






Figure 4.9. Mean Tc of various dilutions of Hemideina maori hindgut tissue (□), hindgut 
contents (○) and Tris buffer control (●). Error bars are ±1 standard error (where not visible, 











Table 4.1 Nucleator calculations on Hemideina maori fore-, mid-, and hind-gut tissue and 
contents samples. 
Sample Nucleators (µg-1 protein) 
active at -5 °C 
Highest observed 
nucleation event (°C) 
Foregut tissue 182 -4.2 
Foregut contents 1120 -4.4 
Midgut tissue 389 -4.3 
Midgut contents 1244 -3.6 
Hindgut tissue 243 -3.6 





4.4.1 Seasonal ice nucleation activity 
Ice nucleation activity in the tissues of H. maori was present throughout the 
year. In the gut tissues and contents, the activity was strong throughout the year, with 
only slight differences being detected on a seasonal basis. The INA in the haemolymph 
was generally weaker, with haemolymph samples freezing at lower subzero 
temperatures than gut samples. The seasonal differences were also more 
pronounced, with a difference of approximately 7 °C found between the most and 
least active seasons, in the haemolymph, compared to a difference of only around 1 °C 
in the gut. Winter was generally the season where INA was the strongest, followed by 
summer, although this was reversed in the gut tissue samples. 
The strength of INA, and the relative difference between the haemolymph and 
the gut tissue and contents was similar to that found by Sinclair et al. (1999). While 
they did not specifically investigate the gut tissue, they used faecal samples as an 
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approximation to gut contents, which were found to freeze at higher subzero 
temperatures than haemolymph in line with the findings of the present study. The ice 
nucleators present in the gut also appear to be more concentrated than those in the 
haemolymph, although they were present in sufficient quantities in both the 
haemolymph and the gut that even a 104 dilution did not reduce the activity to the 
same level as the buffer control.  
An interesting point to note is that the wētā’s gut tissue appears to have a 
higher concentration of ice nucleators than the gut contents, based on the relative 
activity after a 104 dilution. While this result would indicate that perhaps the 
nucleators in the wētā’s gut are endogenous, further analysis of the separate parts of 
the gut did not support that theory (see 4.4.2). 
These results lend further support to the hypothesis that H. maori initiates 
freezing in the gut, as suggested by Sinclair et al. (1999) rather than the haemolymph 
as once thought when the ice nucleation protein (INP) in the haemolymph was first 
discovered (Wilson and Ramløv, 1995). Sinclair et al. (1999) discovered that this 
haemolymph INP does not appear to be a necessary adaptation to survive freezing, as 
H. maori from the Mt. Cook area were found to be freeze tolerant, without its 
presence. It is likely that it evolved as a backup system for H. maori, in case they are 
unable to fill their gut with ice nucleators from food, to avoid extensive supercooling. 
This function for a haemolymph INP has also been suggested in the alpine cockroach 
Celatoblatta quinquemaculata (Worland et al., 1997).  
Ice nucleation activity in the cockroach also showed similar patterns to the 
ones found in the present study, with INA found both in the haemolymph and the gut, 
with the activity in the gut being stronger and more concentrated (Worland et al., 
1997).  
Since the risk of freezing is present throughout the year in the Rock and Pillar 
Range, it makes sense that INA is also present throughout the year, although the 
degree of variation in activity was unexpected. Why this activity should be stronger in 
the summer than spring and autumn is uncertain. Since freeze events are more 
common and, more importantly, more severe, during the colder months of the year, 
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the summer activity would have been expected to be lowest, contrary to what was 
found. 
 
4.4.2 Gut ice nucleation activity 
Investigation of the different parts of the wētā’s gut showed that INA is strong 
throughout, with no parts of the gut lacking activity. The gut contents exhibited 
consistently higher INA than the tissue; the source of the activity also appeared to be 
more concentrated (unlike when the gut was investigated as a whole, where activity 
in the 104 diluted tissue was stronger than in the contents, but these samples came 
from different years).  The gut contents had between three and seven times as many 
ice nucleators active at -5 °C as the gut tissues. 
There was a general trend of activity strengthening further back in the gut, in 
both the gut contents and tissues with the strongest activity found in the hindgut. Ice 
nucleation has not been investigated much in orthopterans in general, and the gut 
specifically even less so. While the only previous investigation of the gut of H. maori 
did not separate it out into its different sections, so is not comparable, an 
investigation into the gut of C. quinquemaculata found that while the activity was 
present in both, there was no difference in the strength of INA between the fore-, and 
hind-gut (Worland et al., 1997). 
Since the INA is stronger and more concentrated in the gut contents than the 
tissue, it is likely that the agent responsible for this activity is not produced by the 
wētā, but has an external origin. Due to the high Tc in the gut, it is possible that the 
source of the activity is ice nucleating bacteria (Lee et al., 1991), rather than INPs, 
which generally have comparatively weaker activity ranging from -6 °C to -9 °C 
(Zachariassen and Hammel, 1976; Lee, 2010). When fed ice-nucleating bacteria, the 
SCP of the freeze-avoiding lady beetle Hippodamia convergens increased from below -
16 °C to up to -3.5 °C – very similar levels to those observed in H. maori (Strong-
Gunderson et al., 1990).  
However, in the wētā, the INA appeared more concentrated in the gut tissue 
than the gut contents in one experiment, which indicates that the source of the 
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activity may also be secreted by the tissue. Coupled to the fact that the wētā produces 
its own INPs in the haemolymph (Wilson and Ramløv, 1995), further research will be 
necessary to determine the nature of the ice nucleating agents in the wētā’s gut. The 
evidence against the agents being secreted by the tissue seems strong, but not 
entirely conclusive, and it is of course possible that both endogenous and exogenous 
nucleators are present in the gut. 
I propose that H. maori initiates freezing in its hindgut, as the Tc from this site 
is very similar to the wētā’s whole body SCP (see summer SCPs in 2.3.1), with the ice 
spreading through the rest of its body from there. The freezing event is likely initiated 
by the activity of very active ice nucleating bacteria which are present throughout the 
year. Should this fail, the wētā also produces its own INP in the haemolymph as a 
backup system. Due to the higher risk of more severe freezing events in the winter, 
this backup system is more active in the winter to protect the wētā should it fail to 
obtain the proposed ice nucleating bacteria from its food. Ansart et al. (2001) 
determined ice nucleating bacteria were absent in starved land snails Helix pomatia, 
so it is feasible to assume that the food is a likely source of ice nucleating bacteria for 
H. maori. Since INA does not decrease as food passes through the gut (the activity in 
the hindgut was the strongest), the suggested ice nucleating bacteria must also be 
able to resist the wētā’s gut enzymes. Inoculative freezing may also be involved in the 
initiation of freezing, but judging by the very strong INA the wētā exhibits, and the 
fact that it survives freezing in a lab environment without inoculative freezing, its role 





















Previous chapters have established the presence of ice-active agents in 
Hemideina maori. These agents exhibit recrystallisation inhibition activity (RIA), as 
well as ice nucleation activity (INA), but do not cause thermal hysteresis (TH). These 
activities are possibly caused by different proteins. While they are present in both the 
haemolymph and the gut, the activity both in terms of recrystallisation inhibition and 
ice nucleation is stronger in the gut. This chapter describes attempts to purify these 
agents to learn more about them. 
Ice active proteins (also called ice binding proteins) have great structural 
variety, from fish antifreeze proteins (AFPs), to arthropod proteins (DeVries, 1971; 
Shier et al., 1975; Fletcher et al., 2001; Jia and Davies, 2002; Graether and Sykes, 
2004; DeVries and Cheng, 2005; Davies, 2014; Olijve et al., 2016). However, there is 
even structural variation at a much smaller phylogenetic scale, such as within beetles 
(Qiu et al., 2010; Kristiansen et al., 2011; Mao et al., 2011; Kristiansen et al., 2012). 
This is possibly due to these proteins having evolved many times independently 
(Ewart et al., 1999; Fletcher et al., 2001; Davies et al., 2002; Jia and Davies, 2002; 
Davies, 2014).  
Although many TH-producing proteins have now been sequenced and their 
structure determined, that knowledge is lacking for ice nucleation proteins (INPs) 
and recrystallisation inhibition proteins (RIPs; Davies, 2014; Duman, 2015). While ice 
binding proteins have been described and characterised from a number of insect 
species (Duman, 2015), as far as I know, none have been purified and examined more 
closely from any orthopterans to date. Success in describing any ice binding proteins 
produced by H. maori would therefore be all the more interesting. 
Ice-binding proteins have the advantage of allowing their specific receptor-
ligand relationship (binding to ice) to be exploited, allowing potentially much faster 
purification than traditional methods, with the added benefit of not needing any prior 
knowledge about the protein’s properties such as size or charge, etc. (Kuiper et al., 
2003; Marshall et al., 2016). 
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An INP has been discovered in the haemolymph of H. maori (Wilson and 
Ramløv, 1995). However, due to the greater activity in the gut, both in terms of INA 
and RIA, attempts were made to purify the agents from the gut instead. The aims of 
this chapter were to purify, sequence, and otherwise begin to characterise the agents 




5.2.1 Sample preparation 
The preparation of wētā homogenate is described in an earlier section (2.2.2). 
For the purposes of the cold finger ice binding technique, ‘homogenate’ refers to a 
combination of eight separate gut tissue homogenates of 750 µL each, two samples 
from each of the four seasons, diluted 20-fold with 25 mM Tris buffer, pH 8.0. 
 
5.2.2 Cold finger ice binding 
Attempts were made to purify the ice active proteins (IAPs) present in the 
tissue of Hemideina maori using a cold finger ice binding technique (Kuiper et al., 
2003). A hollow brass finger connected to a Thermo/HAAKE C35P circulator with a 
Phoenix II controller was cooled to -0.5 °C (Figure 5.1). After a thin layer of 
condensation had developed on the finger, freezing was seeded using a small ice 
crystal. A thin layer of ice was allowed to form by immersing the cold finger in a 
beaker of cold dH2O. 
The cold finger was then immersed in a beaker containing a magnetic stirrer 
and 100 mL of cold wētā homogenate. The finger was left to cool from -0.5 °C to -2.0 
°C over 16 h. After removing the finger from the homogenate, it was warmed to 4 °C 
to allow the ice hemisphere that had grown on its surface to be removed. This frozen 
fraction of the homogenate was then washed with cold dH2O, removed, and stored at -
20 °C for later use. The remaining liquid fraction was made back up to 100 mL with 
Tris buffer, and another run of ice binding was carried out on this solution. The liquid 
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fraction from this run was stored at -20 °C, while the ice fraction was combined with 
the ice fraction from the first run for a third run (which was the second round of ice 
binding for those samples). The liquid and ice fractions from this final run were also 
stored at -20 °C (Figure 5.2). This was done because the proportion of ice active 
agents recovered from the ice fraction is approximately proportional to the 
percentage of starting material that freezes (Kuiper et al., 2003). Therefore, to 
maximise the amount of potential ice active agents recovered, two rounds of ice 
binding were carried out. Assuming ~50% freezing during each run, this would give a 
theoretical recovery of 75% of the ice active agents present (50% from the first 
round, plus 25% from the second). 
 
Figure 5.1. Experimental set up for the cold finger ice binding technique, shown with and 
without insulating polystyrene covering the brass finger. The hollow brass finger is cooled 










Figure 5.2. Diagram showing the steps involved in the cold finger ice binding purification 
technique, and the resulting fractions used for analysis. A total of three runs of the ice binding 
cold finger technique were carried out. The third ice and liquid fractions were the only 





Combined, then cooled 
from -0.5 °C to -2.0 °C 
over 16 h 
Cooled from -0.5 °C 
to -2.0 °C over 16 h 
Made up to 100 mL, 
then cooled from -0.5 °C 


















5.2.2.1 Cold finger fraction activity assays 
The RIA, TH, and INA of the different fractions were measured using the 
techniques described in sections 3.2.1 (3.2.1.1 only), 3.2.2, and 4.2.1, respectively. 
 
5.2.3 Gel electrophoresis 
5.2.3.1 Sample preparation 
Samples were concentrated using a TCA-DOC/Acetone clean up protocol, to 
attain 5 µg of protein. Two percent Na deoxycholate (DOC) was added to samples for 
0.02% final concentration, which were then mixed and kept at room temperature for 
15 min. One hundred percent tricholoroacetic acid (TCA) was then added to reach 
10% final concentration. Samples were mixed again and kept at room temperature 
for 1 hr. 
Samples were then centrifuged for 10 min. The supernatant was removed and 
the pellet kept. After air drying the pellet, 200 µL of ice cold acetone, which had been 
kept on ice for 15 min, was added to the pellet before being centrifuged for 10 min. 
The supernatant was removed, the pellet air dried and resuspended in 10 µL of 
sample buffer (12% SDS [wt/vol]; 6% mercaptoethanol [vol/vol]; 30% glycerol 
[wt/vol]; 0.05% Coomassie blue G-250; 150 mM Tris/HCL (pH 7.0); the 
mercaptoethanol was added just before loading). Samples were incubated at 90 °C for 
5 min prior to loading on gels. 
5.2.3.2 Gel preparation & electrophoresis conditions 
Tricine SDS-PAGE gels (10%T, 3%C) were used to resolve proteins. They were 
made according to the methods of Schägger (2006). Each gel consisted of 6 mL 
acrylamide-bisacrylamide (AB)-3 solution, 10 mL 3 M Tris-HCl, 0.3% SDS, pH 8.45, 
and 3 g glycerol, made up to 30 mL using dH2O. One hundred fifty microlitres 10% 
ammonium persulfate (APS) and 15 µL tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) were 
added prior to pouring. 
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  Gels were poured between 1 mm BioRad SDS-PAGE mini-gel plates, topped 
with dH2O to level them out and allowed to polymerise for 30 min. The water was 
then poured off, and a stacking gel was added. The stacking gel was made by mixing 1 
mL AB-3 with 3 mL 3M Tris-HCl, 0.3% SDS, pH 8.45, then made up to 12 mL using 
dH2O. Ninety microlitres 10% APS and 9 µL TEMED were then added before pouring 
the gel on top of the resolving gel and allowing it to polymerise with a 15 well BioRad 
comb.  
Ten microlitres of molecular marker (Precision Plus Protein™ Standards, All 
Blue, BioRad), as well as 2 µL and 8 µL of sample of each fraction (for 1 µg and 4 µg of 
protein, respectively) was loaded on the gel. The gels were then run in a BioRad SDS-
PAGE minigel system. The anode buffer used was 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.9, and the 
cathode buffer was 1 M Tris-HCl, pH ~8.25, 1 M Tricine, 1% SDS. Electrophoresis was 
then started with an initial voltage of 30V, until the sample had entered the stacking 
gel completely. Voltage was then increased to 190 V and set to increase to 270 V over 
~3 h. The run was terminated once the dye front reached the bottom of the gel, 
however. 
5.2.3.3 Protein staining 
Proteins were visualised in the gel by both Coomassie and silver staining. For 
Coomassie staining, the gel was incubated in fixing solution (50% methanol, 10% 
acetic acid, 100 mM ammonium acetate) for 15 min. It was then stained with 0.025% 
Coomassie dye in 10% acetic acid for 30 min. Following this the gel was destained 
twice in 10% acetic acid for 30 min each. 
The gel was then prepared for silver staining by washing with 50% methanol, 
50 mM ammonium hydrogen carbonate, followed by several washes in dH2O to 
remove the Coomassie dye. It was then incubated in fixing solution (same as for the 
Coomassie staining) for 15 min. The gel was washed in dH2O twice for 15 min. After 
sensitising by incubating with 0.005% sodium thiosulfate (Na2S2O3) for 15 min, the 
gel was incubated with 0.1% silver nitrate for another 15 min, before briefly being 
washed with dH2O. Development of the stain was then initiated by incubation in 
developer (0.036% formaldehyde, 2% sodium carbonate) for approximately 1-2 min, 
before development was terminated by incubation in 50 mM EDTA for 30 min (the 50 
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mM EDTA solution was replaced after 2 min to remove formaldehyde as quickly as 
possible). The gel was then washed twice in water. Gels were imaged on a Molecular 
Imager FX (BioRad). 
5.2.4 Mass spectrometry 
5.2.4.1 Sample preparation 
The protocol for the digestion of samples was based on the method of 
Shevchenko et al. (1996). Briefly, samples were buffer exchanged, reduced and 
alkylated, buffer-exchanged again and finally digested in a Millipore Amicon Ultra 
centrifugal filter (Ultracel, 0.5 mL, 3 KDa NMWL PN UFC500396). Following this, 
eluted peptides were dried using a centrifugal concentrator.  
5.2.4.2 LC-MS/MS of tryptic peptides 
Samples were re-solubilised in 5% [v/v] acetonitrile, 0.2% [v/v] formic acid in 
water and injected onto an UltiMate 3000 nano-flow UHPLC-System (Dionex Co, CA) 
that was in-line coupled to the nanospray source of a LTQ-Orbitrap XL hybrid mass 
spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, San Jose, CA). Peptides were separated on an in-
house packed emitter-tip column (75 µm ID PicoTip fused silica tubing (New 
Objectives, Woburn, MA) packed with C-18 material on a length of 8-9 cm) by a 
gradient developed from 5% [v/v] acetonitrile, 0.2% [v/v] formic acid to 80% [v/v] 
acetonitrile, 0.2% [v/v] formic acid in water at a flow rate of 200-500 nL/min. 
Full MS in a mass range between m/z 300-2000 was performed in the Orbitrap 
mass analyser with a resolution of 60,000 at m/z 400 and an AGC target of 5e5. 
Preview mode for FTMS master scan was enabled to generate precursor mass lists. 
The strongest five signals were selected for CID (collision induced dissociation)-
MS/MS in the LTQ ion trap at a normalised collision energy of 35% using an AGC 
target of 2e4 and one microscan. Dynamic exclusion was enabled with two repeat 
counts during 30 sec and an exclusion period of 180 sec. Exclusion mass width was 





5.2.4.3 Data analysis 
For protein identification MS/MS data were searched against the SWISS-PROT 
amino acid sequence database, NCBI amino acid sequence database or Plant_EST gene 
sequence database using the Mascot search engine (http://www.matrixscience.com). 
The search was set up for full tryptic peptides with a maximum of three missed 
cleavage sites. Carboxyamidomethyl cysteine, oxidized methionine, deamidation (N, 
Q) were included as variable modifications. The precursor mass tolerance threshold 
was 10 ppm and the maximum fragment mass error 0.8 Da. 
 
5.2.5 Statistical analyses 
Data were tested for homogeneity of variance and normality using Brown-
Forsyth Levene-type tests and Shapiro tests, respectively. To test for differences in 
RIA, one-way ANOVA was carried out to investigate statistically significant 
differences between the fractions, with Tukey HSD posthoc tests used for pairwise 
comparisons. Welch’s ANOVA, followed by Tamhane’s T2 post-hoc tests with 
variances not assumed equal were used to determine if the temperatures of 
crystallisation of the different fractions were statistically significantly different from 
each other and from a buffer control.  Statistical tests were done in SPSS (version 22, 
IBM Corp., 2013) and R (version 3.2.2 “Fire Safety”, R Development Core Team 2015), 





Refer to Figure 5.2 for the starting materials of the different cold finger 
fractions. Three ice binding runs were carried out in total. Liquid and Ice Fraction 3 
were both subjected to ice binding twice (as their starting material was the ice 
fractions from two previous runs), all other fractions only went through the 





5.3.1 Cold finger ice binding 
Some etching appeared to be present on the ice hemispheres obtained through 
the use of the cold finger ice binding technique. In addition to this, the hemispheres 
appeared to show some shaping in their growth, indicating that some ice binding 
agent may be present (Figure 5.3). 
 
 
Figure 5.3. Ice hemisphere grown on the cold finger over 16 h. Note the apparent etchings on 
the surface of the ice and the irregular shape of the hemisphere. Scale bar = 10 mm. 
 
5.3.1.1 Recrystallisation inhibition activity of cold finger fractions 
There were significant differences in optical transmittance levels across the 
different ice fractions (One-way ANOVA, F7,9 = 17.8, p < 0.001). All fractions had 
optical transmittance levels significantly lower than the Tris buffer control, except for 
the ice fractions from the first and second run, and the liquid fraction from the third 







Figure 5.4. Average optical transmittance levels after 24 h annealing at -8 °C for the liquid 
fraction (LF) and ice fraction (IF) of Hemideina maori gut tissue samples for three runs of cold 
finger ice binding. Error bars are ±1 standard error. The means and standard errors were 
calculated from three subsamples of the same fraction. Asterisks indicate a statistically 
significant difference from the buffer control. The starting material for Run 3 was the ice 
fractions from Runs 1 and 2, meaning that the fractions in Run 3 had gone through two 













5.3.1.2 Ice nucleation activity of cold finger fractions 
Ice nucleation activity was present with varying strength in both the ice and 
liquid fractions obtained from the cold finger ice binding technique (Welch’s ANOVA 
F14,169.34 = 396.17, p < 0.001). All undiluted samples showed significantly higher Tc 
compared to the buffer control (Tamhane’s T2 post-hoc test with variances not 
assumed equal, p < 0.05), while none of the diluted samples did (p > 0.05).  Additional 
post-hoc testing revealed that activity was consistently stronger in the liquid 
fractions than in the ice fractions for undiluted samples (p < 0.05), although there was 
no significant difference in the Tc between diluted ice and liquid fraction samples (p > 
0.05). There was no significant difference in INA between undiluted homogenate and 
the first liquid or second liquid fraction, or the first ice fraction (p > 0.05). The second 
ice fraction, on the other hand, had significantly lower activity compared to the raw 
homogenate, as did the third ice and liquid fractions (the result of the combined ice 





Figure 5.5. The distribution of the Tc of droplets (n = 48) of Tris buffer, Hemideina maori gut 
tissue homogenate and various cold finger ice binding fractions. Mean Tc ± 1 standard error 





Figure 5.6. The distribution of the Tc of droplets (n = 48) of samples of Hemideina maori gut 
tissue homogenate and various cold finger ice binding fractions (all diluted 10,000-fold). 
Mean Tc ± 1 standard error are shown.  
 
 
5.3.1.3 Thermal hysteresis 






5.3.2 Gel electrophoresis 
Bands ranging in size from 10 kD to 75 kD were detected in the fractions 
tested. After one run of ice binding, there appeared to be some level of purification 
(compare lanes B,C with D,E). The ice fraction obtained after two rounds of cold 
finger binding (combining two ice fractions) led to only a single band of ~50 kD being 
found (Figure 5.7; Lanes H, I). 
 
 
Figure 5.7. SDS-PAGE analysis of fractions from the cold finger ice binding experiments. Lane 
A contains the marker, with molecular weight (in kD) shown. (B)1 µg IF1 (C) 4 µg IF1 (D) 1 µg 
LF1 (E) 4 µg LF1 (F) 1 µg LF2 (G) 4 µg LF2 (H) 1 µg IF3 (I) 4 µg IF3. All lanes were loaded 
with 10 µL sample. Note the ~50 kD bands in lanes H and I. 
 
5.3.3 Mass spectrometry 
Mass spectrometric analysis revealed that the origin of the ~50 kD band 
discovered was most likely human keratin protein (i.e. contamination). No proteins 
were discovered that would be suitable candidate proteins for being the IAP utilised 










by H. maori. Further attempts at purifying failed to show these bands again, lending 
further evidence to them being a result of contamination.  
 
5.4 Discussion 
Initial observations showed that etching was visible on the surface of the ice 
hemispheres grown on the cold finger, which indicates ice binding activity – at least 
on single ice crystals (Knight et al., 1991; Knight and Wierzbicki, 2001; Kuiper et al., 
2003). In the following, I will discuss the significance of the recrystallisation 
inhibition and ice nucleation activity detected in the various fractions, as well as the 
total lack of thermal hysteresis and its implications for the ice active agent’s 
underlying mechanism.  
 
5.4.1 Recrystallisation inhibition activity 
Recrystallisation inhibition activity was present in the first and second liquid 
fraction, as well as the first ice fraction, but not the second ice fraction (which was a 
result of the first liquid fraction being topped up and going through another run of ice 
binding). No activity was detected in the third ice or liquid fraction, which results 
from the combined ice fractions being put through a second round of ice binding. This 
indicates that the activity is being concentrated in the liquid fraction, rather than the 
ice fraction, suggesting that the factor probably does not bind to ice. 
However, it is also possible that the RIP needs another substance present to be 
activated. It has previously been observed, that the activity of certain AFPs is 
dependent on the presence of Ca2+, for example (Ewart et al., 1996; Gilbert et al., 
2005). If this activation factor is being excluded from the ice, it would mean that even 
if the RIP was binding to ice, it would not be able to activate during subsequent ice 
binding rounds and thus no activity would be detectable.  
It has been shown that moderate AFPs (i.e. low TH producing) bound to an ice 
crystal are insufficient to prevent ice growth when the surrounding solution, 
containing unbound AFPs, is replaced with a solution lacking AFPs (Drori et al., 
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2015). Since the factors produced by H. maori display very low TH (only detectable 
after extensive concentration), it is not unreasonable to assume that they would react 
similarly to moderate AFPs if tested in an experiment similar to the one carried out 
by Drori et al. (2015).  
Following on from this assumption, and since TH and RIA are believed to be 
caused by the same underlying mechanisms (Knight et al., 1984; Knight and Duman, 
1986; Duman, 2015), perhaps the cold finger ice binding technique is reducing the 
concentration of RIPs in the ice fraction below a critical threshold, in a way different 
to conventional dilution. Drori et al. (2015) showed that type III AFP irreversibly 
bound to ice. However, Kuiper et al. (2003) did not observe preferential 
incorporation of type III AFP into the ice fraction when using the cold finger ice 
binding technique, suggesting that at the temperatures tested it was passively 
trapped in the advancing ice front. Keeping this observation in mind, the current 
experiment by itself may not be sufficient proof that the RIP produced by H. maori is 
not binding to ice.  
 
5.4.2 Ice nucleation activity 
Ice nucleation activity showed a similar pattern, in terms of activity generally 
being stronger in the liquid than the ice fraction. However, some activity was still 
found in the final liquid and ice fractions. Considering that their starting material was 
the two previous ice fractions, some evidence of ice binding activity exists, although it 
again appears that the cold finger ice binding technique is diluting out activity due to 
non-preferential inclusion into the ice fraction simply splitting the factors between 
the liquid and ice fraction. This result, again, provides no evidence for ice binding 
activity. 
 
5.4.3 Thermal hysteresis 
There was a complete lack of TH activity and ice crystal shaping in all fractions 
(including the initial homogenate), which was not surprising due to no TH activity 
being found in the tissues of H. maori tested so far, unless homogenates were 
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concentrated substantially. This, again, is interesting because as previously 
mentioned, TH and RIA are thought to have the same underlying mechanism. As 
shown by the disc shaped ice crystals grown using the nanolitre osmometer, 
however, no ice binding activity appears to be present. 
 
 
5.4.4 Gel electrophoresis and mass spectrometry 
Based on the results from gel electrophoresis carried out, nothing was being 
concentrated in the ice fractions. While a band in the ~50 kD range initially appeared 
like a promising candidate, this later turned out to be contamination and further 
experiments failed to show its existence. This absence could either be due to the RIP 
being excluded from the ice fraction, or potentially not staining by conventional 
methods.  
Further research should be carried out, using more conventional protein 
purification methods, such as size exclusion chromatography (e.g. Rojas et al., 2004) 
and ion exchange chromatography (e.g. Sloboda and Belfi, 1998) to learn more about 
the potential RIP’s characteristics such as size, charge etc. This knowledge could then 
be used to search for its existence in the ice fractions. It may simply be the case that 
the factors do not bind to ice. This would be the first reported case of an ice active 
factor not binding to ice, and go against what is currently known about the 
mechanisms underlying RIA (Davies, 2014; Duman, 2015). However, this would also 





















Generally, ice formation in freeze-tolerant animals is initiated in the 
extracellular spaces by ice nucleating agents to avoid rapid, usually lethal, ice growth 
after supercooling (Zachariassen and Hammel, 1976; Mazur, 1984; Zachariassen, 
1985). By doing so, water is drawn out of cells, increasing the concentration of 
cryoprotective solutes by the freeze concentration effect, and lowering the freezing 
temperature of these cells, thereby avoiding intracellular freezing (Duman et al., 
2010; Lee, 2010). Intracellular freezing is generally believed to be lethal to the 
organism (Chown and Nicolson, 2004). However, exceptions have been reported. 
There is convincing evidence from the Antarctic nematode Panagrolaimus davidi 
(Wharton and Ferns, 1995), and the possibility that some cells of the alpine cockroach 
Celatoblatta quinquemaculata can survive intracellular freezing (Worland et al., 
2004). Due to the high proportion (82%) of the body water of Hemideina maori 
freezing (Ramløv and Westh, 1993), Sinclair and Wharton (1997) investigated the 
possibility of intracellular freezing survival in the wētā. However, the tissue 
investigated showed no evidence of intracellular freezing (Sinclair and Wharton, 
1997). 
 Ramløv and Westh (1993) dissected H. maori in a walk-in freezer and 
observed that while most of the wētā’s body cavities were filled with ice and most of 
the tissues seemed frozen, the ventral nerve cord and its immediate surroundings 
appeared to be soft and unfrozen. This observation suggested either freeze-induced 
dehydration of haemolymph, causing local high osmolality of unfrozen haemolymph 
and ice in other parts of the body cavity, or the presence of localised thermal 
hysteresis (TH). It is also possible that the freezing of the ventral nerve cord is what 
causes the wētā’s death at the lower lethal temperature. Sinclair and Wharton (1997) 
found no further exotherms after the initial freezing exotherm, concluding that 
further tissue freezing was not the cause of death when the temperature decreased 
past the survivable threshold. However, it is possible that thermal buffering might be 
masking such an exotherm, especially if it is a small amount of tissue surrounded by 
ice already formed. 
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Micro-computed tomography or micro-x-ray-computed tomography (µCT) 
technology is an imaging technique that has been used to create digital 3D models of 
animal tissues, with the ability to resolve even single blood cells with the right stain 
(Ribi et al., 2008; Metscher, 2009; Lowe et al., 2013). It has been used to successfully 
image the brain of honey bees, demonstrating its potential for use on insects (Ribi et 
al., 2008). Since extracellular ice draws water out of the surrounding tissues, the 
presence of ice could be inferred by observing the change in size of certain tissues. 
Therefore, it is possible that µCT could be applied to frozen insects to deduce where 
ice may be located in the body cavity in a live animal. Sinclair et al. (2009) have 
recently successfully used the similar technique of synchrotron x-ray imaging to 
observe ice formation in live animals. However, a drawback of that technique is that 
only 2D analysis is available, whereas µCT offers the potential for 3D analysis, 
including the ability to measure the volumes of structures. On the other hand, their 
technique allowed the observation of ice formation in real time, which µCT does not. 
The aims of this chapter were twofold. Firstly, to attempt to learn more about 
the location of ice in the body of H. maori by dissecting a frozen wētā, as well as 
investigating localised TH activity by looking for unfrozen tissues. Secondly, to 
evaluate the suitability of the µCT imaging technique in investigating the effects of 
internal ice formation on the wētā’s internal anatomy. If successful, this chapter could 
act as a pilot study and provide proof of concept of using µCT in the investigation of 




 6.2 Methods 
6.2.1 Collection of wētā 
Wētā were collected as described in a previous section (2.2.1). For the work of 
this chapter, an additional three wētā were collected in the summer of 2015. These 




6.2.2 Cold stage dissection 
For this experiment, a wētā was frozen as described in section 2.2.3. However, 
rather than cooling the chamber to -8 °C, it was cooled to -5 °C, and the wētā was held 
at this temperature for 12 h, slightly longer than the time taken to reach maximum ice 
content in the body (Ramløv and Westh, 1993). 
The wētā was then transferred onto a Leitz cold stage (Wetzlar, Germany), 
cooled to -5 °C by fluid from a Thermo/HAAKE C35P refrigerated circulator with 
Phoenix II control unit (Figure 6.1). The dissection was carried out in a temperature 
controlled room set to 5 °C to avoid condensation freezing on the cold stage as much 
as possible. The formation of a thermal gradient on the wētā’s body was avoided as 
much as possible by working as quickly as possible with cooled dissecting equipment. 
However, small differences in body temperature cannot be ruled out. 
The wētā was cut open along its lateral surface, exposing the body cavity 
within. The tissues inside the cavity were visually examined. The dorsal cuticle was 
then removed. The gut was removed to expose the ventral nerve cord. Some tissue 
surrounding the nerve cord, as well as tissue out of the head capsule near the brain 
(O'Brien and Field, 2001) was collected and stored at -70 °C for later use (see 6.2.3). 
 
6.2.3 Localised thermal hysteresis activity 
The brain and ventral nerve cord tissue collected during the cold stage 
dissection was homogenised on ice for 15 min in a glass homogeniser using 25 mM 
Tris buffer (pH 8.0) in a 1:5 (w:v) ratio of sample:buffer. The homogenate was 
centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 10 min and the supernatant collected. Thermal 






Figure 6.1. The cold stage at -5 °C, with frozen Hemideina maori. The connectors lead to a 
Thermo/HAAKE C35P refrigerated circulator with Phoenix II control unit. Scale bar = 5 cm. 
 
6.2.4 µCT imaging 
A wētā was frozen, and held at -8 °C for 12 h, in the way described in section 
2.2.3. However, this wētā was frozen in a cut off falcon tube, containing an aluminium 
stopper for thermal buffering and surrounded by Styrofoam insulation (Figure 6.2).  
After being held for 12 h at -8 °C, the wētā, still in the tube, was imaged using a 
SkyScan 1172 system (Bruker MicroCT, Kontich, Belgium; Figure 6.4). Rotating 
samples in angular steps of 0.4° over a full 360°, with a pixel size of 11.45 µm were 
acquired, using a Hamamatsu 10 Mp camera. The source voltage used was 40 kV, with 
a current of 250 µA (Hamamatsu 100/250), and a Hamming filter (Alpha = 0.54) 
between the source and sample. An object to source distance of 260.84 mm was used. 
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Image reconstruction was performed using the NRecon software package (Bruker, 
Kontich, Belgium, version 1.6.10.2). Beam-hardening correction of 20% was applied 
during reconstruction, as well as ring artefact correction of 20. Pixel size of 
reconstructed images was 17.35 µm. See Appendix 2 for the full properties of one of 
the scans. To make sure that the wētā would be frozen for the duration of the scan, 
the tube’s temperature after exposure to -8 °C was measured. After 45 min at room 
temperature, the temperature inside the tube had increased to approximately -1.2 °C, 
so it was deemed that the duration of the scan (37 min) would be short enough to 
image the frozen wētā. 
 
Figure 6.2. Sample holder used for the µCT experiment. (Left) Cut off falcon tube, next to 
aluminium stopper and a lid. (Right) The tube surrounded by styrofoam insulation. Scale bars 
= 5 cm. 
 
After the scan, the wētā was allowed to thaw for 30 min, before another scan 
was carried out. Before this second scan, the tube was filled with CO2 to avoid 
movement. During preliminary experiments, it was found that wētā exposed to CO2 
for 60 min recovered after approximately 17 min after removal from the CO2. Since 
each scan lasts 37 min, the wētā would be able to survive the exposure to the gas. 
Attempts were made to identify structures, primarily the gut, in the images 
obtained from the scan, based on anatomical features and relative position in the 
wētā’s body, using dissections and O'Brien and Field (2001; Figure 6.3) as a guide. 3D 
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models of the wētā were also produced using the 3D Viewer plug-in for the public 
domain image processing package Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012). Fiji was used to 
measure the size of the various areas of the gut, which were compared between the 
frozen and unfrozen wētā, using the pixel size of the reconstructed images (17.35 µm) 
as a scale.  
Due to the lack of contrast between the structures identified and the rest of the 
body, it was not possible to use thresholding techniques to separate them 
automatically, which would have allowed accurate volume calculations to be carried 
out. However, the cross sectional-areas of the various structures could be measured, 
and compared between the frozen and unfrozen state. To measure these, the various 










Figure 6.3. Schematic drawing of the gut of Hemideina (this example from H. thoracica). C – 
caeca; FG – foregut; HG – hindgut; MG – midgut; MT – Malpighian tubules; PVC – 
proventriculus. From Waite et al. (2015). 
 
C PVC MT 
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Figure 6.4. The µCT scanner. The instrument is a SkyScan 1172 system made by Bruker 
MicroCT, Kontich, Belgium. The bottom picture is a close up of the sample chamber. The 






6.3.1 Cold stage dissection 
The wētā’s body cavity was visibly frozen, with very small ice crystals covering 
all tissues. The haemolymph appeared to have separated itself into several separate, 
slurry-like clusters, with the ice appearing malleable. The fat body cells were in a 
similar state, although it was unclear if they were frozen. The gut was frozen solid and 
hard to the touch, and did not appear shrunken. The ventral nerve cord also appeared 
to be frozen (Figure 6.5). 
 
Figure 6.5. Frozen Hemideina maori during the cold stage dissection. (Top) Lateral view with 
the body cavity cut open. The turquoise colour stems from the haemolymph, the white tissue 
is fat body cells. (Bottom) Dorsal view, with the dorsal cuticle removed and the gut visible. 












ventral nerve cord is not visible. Dorsal (D), ventral (V), anterior (A), and posterior (P) 
surfaces are marked. Scale bars = 2 cm. 
 
 
6.3.2 Thermal hysteresis 
No TH activity was detected in either the ventral nerve cord tissue or the 
tissue around the wētā’s brain. 
 
6.3.3 µCT imaging 
6.3.3.1 Structure identification 
The body position of the wētā when frozen and unfrozen appeared to be 
virtually identical, allowing direct comparisons of structures between the two states 




Figure 6.6. 3D models of Hemideina maori in frozen (top row, shown in grey) and unfrozen 
(bottom row, shown in red) state, as well as both overlaid on top of each other (middle row). 
(Left column) Frontal view. (Right column) Rotated 90° to the right. The dorsal (D), ventral 






















Although the gut was not immediately identifiable, as the resolution of 
different structures was not as clear as was hoped, several different areas were 
identified as being parts of the gut. The proventriculus, was identified based on its 
shape and the presence of its six longitudinal folds projecting into the lumen (O'Brien 
and Field, 2001), with the midgut’s forward projecting caeca then identified based on 
their immediate proximity to the proventriculus (Figures 6.3, 6.7 - 6.8). The track of 
the midgut could be followed through the body of the wētā in the various slices. 
While it was not entirely clear what the area of high density material towards 
the dorsal surface of the wētā was, it was identified as most likely being the hind-gut, 
which is located dorsally from the midgut, and loops back towards the anterior end of 
the wētā (Figures 6.3, 6.7 – 6.9). Additionally, the surface of both the hindgut and 
midgut are covered with trachea (seen in Figure 6.7), which are likely the hollows 
surrounding the structures identified in the reconstructed transverse sections 
(Figures 6.8, 6.9). 
The ovaries could be identified in the frozen wētā; however, their boundaries 







Figure 6.7. (Top Left) Dissected Hemideina maori showing various tissues and their position 
in the body. Note the position of the hind-gut relative to the hind legs (the left hind leg has 
been removed), and that the midgut is not visible in this image, as it lies ventrally to the 
hindgut. Scale bar = 1 cm. (Top Right) Close up of the gut pulled out of the body, showing the 
different sections. Scale bar = 1 cm. (Bottom Left) 3D model of the wētā’s body, showing a 
transverse section through the area indicated by the red box. The model is based on a frozen 
specimen. Scale bar = 5 mm. A – anterior; C – caeca; D – dorsal; FBC – fat body cells; FG – 
foregut; HG – hindgut; HL – hind leg; MG – midgut; MT – Malpighian tubules; P – posterior; 



























Figure 6.8. Transverse section through the body of Hemideina maori showing various 
structures in a frozen (left) and unfrozen (right) specimen. Pixel greyscale indicates relative 
density, with lighter pixels indicating denser tissues. C – caeca; D – dorsal; HG – hindgut; HL – 
hind leg; PVC – proventriculus; V – ventral. Scale bar = 2 mm. 
 
 
Figure 6.9. Transverse section through the body of Hemideina maori showing various 
structures in a frozen (left) and unfrozen (right) specimen. Pixel greyscale indicates relative 
density, with lighter pixels indicating denser tissues. D – dorsal; HG – hindgut; MG – midgut; 























Figure 6.10. Scan of dissected Hemideina maori ovaries (transverse section) surrounded by 
haemolymph in an Eppendorf tube. Scale bar = 1 mm. 
 
6.3.3.2 Structural differences caused by freezing 
All structures measured were slightly larger in the frozen state. The midgut’s 
caeca, which were approximately 2% larger when frozen (8.58 mm2 vs. 8.41 mm2; 
Figure 6.8), while the area of the midgut itself changed less than 1% between the 
frozen and unfrozen specimen (3.04 mm2 frozen vs. 3.01 mm2 unfrozen; Figure 6.9). 
The hindgut, on the other hand, on average showed a 6.9% increase in size when 
frozen, and the biggest size increase in absolute terms (11.52 mm2 vs. 10.78 mm2 
based on two different areas of the body; Figures 6.8 – 6.9). The biggest change in 
relative size was observed in the proventriculus, however, the surface area of which 
increased 13.9% when H. maori was frozen (4.74 mm2 vs. 4.16 mm2).  
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The boundaries of the ovaries were not clear enough in the unfrozen wētā to 




6.4.1 Internal ice distribution 
The lack of shrunken appearance of the wētā’s gut during the dissection on the 
cold stage indicates that it is the site of nucleation in H. maori, as a different site of 
nucleation should have osmotically dehydrated the gut to some degree. Such 
dehydration appeared to be present in the haemolymph, reinforcing the results from 
Chapter 4 and Sinclair et al. (1999), which indicated that the haemolymph was not the 
primary site of nucleation. The appearance of the haemolymph indicated that the ice 
crystals present were very small, due to the smooth, almost ice cream-like texture of 
the haemolymph (Hartel, 1996), supporting the presence of ice recrystallisation 
inhibiting agents in the haemolymph that keep the crystals small (Chapter 3). 
Similar to H. maori, freezing is thought to be initiated in the gut of several 
freeze-tolerant species, including the alpine cockroach C. quinquemaculata (Worland 
et al., 1997; Sinclair et al., 1999; Zachariassen and Kristiansen, 2000). Sinclair and 
Renault (2010) argues that because the gut is a closed system, the possible avenues 
for ice to reach the haemolymph are limited. One possible pathway they suggest is the 
ice travelling through the gut’s cells. Due to the reported survival in C. 
quinquemaculata of some isolated (mid) gut cells (Worland et al., 2004), in addition to 
the high levels of ice active proteins (IAPs) in the cockroach’s gut (Wharton et al., 
2009), Sinclair and Renault (2010) suggested that the ice in the cockroach may use 
just such a pathway. However, as the cockroach’s survival of intracellular freezing in 
its gut was relatively low to be of consistent use to the cockroach (Worland et al., 
2004), it is unclear whether this is a viable theory. It should be noted that the study 
was conducted on isolated gut tissues, and not in vivo, and gut cells were the most 
resistant to freezing of all tissues tested (Worland et al., 2004). 
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I suggest that a similar mechanism may be at work in H. maori, with ice 
nucleation beginning in the gut, then propagating through the gut cells, eventually 
nucleating the haemolymph. However, as the ice travels through the cells, I suggest 
that some osmotic dehydration occurs ahead of the approaching ice front, but not 
enough to prevent freezing. This would explain both the lack of observed shrinkage in 
the gut, as well as the apparent dehydration of the haemolymph. Sinclair and 
Wharton (1997) found no evidence of intracellular freezing survival in the wētā’s 
tissues, which would be a necessary prerequisite for this theory. However, they 
examined fat body cells and Malpighian tubules, not the gut tissue, which is 
significant as even in those insects where intracellular ice formation was observed, it 
was not observed in all tissues (Salt, 1962). Additionally, Sinclair and Wharton (1997) 
used isolated tissues with relatively high nucleation temperatures, which would 
produce slow freezing rates that would favour dehydration of the tissues rather than 
intracellular freezing. Faster freezing rates may lead to intracellular freezing. Neufeld 
and Leader (1998b) observed some survival in frozen Malpighian tubules, 
demonstrating the possibility of the wētā’s apparent tolerance of such stress. 
Further evidence for lack of osmotic dehydration of the gut was provided by 
the µCT imaging technique. Images obtained with this technique showed that all 
sections of the gut increased in size after freezing. While the increase in some sections 
could conceivably be due to the increase in the volume of ice compared to water, it is 
likely that in some sections additional water was sequestered into the gut. The 
hindgut, which has been identified as the most likely site of ice nucleation (Chapter 
4), showed the largest absolute change in size, which would be expected if ice formed 
here first. 
No sign of any obviously unfrozen tissues surrounding the ventral nerve cord 
were found during the dissection of H. maori on the cold stage, counter to the findings 
of Ramløv and Westh (1993), who observed a soft ventral nerve cord and 
surrounding tissues. While the findings of the present study may be more convincing 
due to the accompanying lack of TH activity found in all tissues so far examined, 
seasonal differences could be a factor. The individual examined by Ramløv and Westh 
(1993) was collected in autumn, whereas the wētā dissected in the present study was 
collected in summer. Additionally, both studies only examined a single specimen in 
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this way, so further research is necessary to come to a more definite conclusion in 
this regard. 
 
6.4.2 µCT in ice distribution investigations 
The wētā’s internal anatomy was generally more visible in images from the 
frozen individual. Mayor et al. (2011) observed an increase in density in pumpkin 
tissue during dehydration. They determined that this increase was due to the 
concentration of denser substances increasing during dehydration. While these 
observations were made on non-animal tissues, the same should apply to the wētā as 
well. As ice osmotically dehydrates surrounding tissues, the concentration of solutes 
denser than water will increase, thus increasing average particle density in tissues.  
Particle density is important, because x-ray absorption depends on the density 
of the substance the x-ray travels through (Heinrich and Newbury, 1991). Due to only 
some areas being dehydrated (specifically ones where no ice forms), contrast would 
be enhanced between these areas and those that were not dehydrated. It is not clear 
whether the change in density would be great enough to clearly affect the images 
obtained, but it remains a possibility.  
Another possibility may be that when the wētā was not frozen, there were 
slight movements of tissues inside its body cavity, causing less clear images to be 
taken compared to the frozen wētā, where the internal anatomy was held in place by 
ice for the duration of the scan.  
Micro CT in general appears to show promise as a method for investigating the 
effects of freezing on the internal anatomy of insects. Some issues still remain in 
resolving the internal anatomy however, due to the inherently low x-ray contrast of 
soft tissues (Metscher, 2009). Lowe et al. (2013) were nevertheless able to produce 
images with very clear resolution in lepidopteran pupae, allowing the visualisation of 
most of their internal morphology, showing the importance of equipment and 
software available for reconstruction. A limiting factor in the present study was the 
need to keep the scan duration to a minimum to avoid the thawing of the frozen wētā. 
If a cold stage for the µCT scanner could be built, this limitation could be avoided. 
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Hullar et al. (2014) developed such a cold stage, showing the plausibility of the 
suggestion. However, the stage they developed was designed for much smaller 
samples (~1 mL), so alterations would have to be made to fit the much larger H. 
maori into such a stage. With its much smaller size, C. quinquemaculata may be a 
better candidate for such an experiment. Not being limited by scan duration would 
allow the use of low energy scans which can give improved internal structural 
contrast (Sprawls, 1995). 
Stains or other contrast enhancing methods would also be a useful tool to 
examine the internal morphology of H. maori and other freeze-tolerant insects during 
freezing. A variety of such techniques useful for imaging insects by µCT have been 
developed. They include phase contrast (Betz et al., 2007), staining with heavy metals 
(Mizutani et al., 2007; Ribi et al., 2008), and critical point drying (Beutel et al., 2008). 
These approaches tend to only be useful for dead specimens, though. Their usefulness 
for investigating the effect of freezing would therefore be limited, as observing the 
effects of freezing inside a dead insect would be far less useful. However, they may 
still be of use to confirm the location of various anatomical features. Recent advances 
in µCT technology also indicate that stains are not absolutely necessary to visualise 
soft tissues with sufficient contrast (Shearer et al., 2016). 
Overall, I believe that µCT has the potential to be a very interesting and 
rewarding technique to help with the investigation of freezing tolerance in insects. 
However, it is equally clear that additional work will need to be done to develop it to 


















The primary aim of this thesis was to expand the state of knowledge of the 
freeze-tolerance mechanisms of the New Zealand alpine wētā Hemideina maori. To do 
so, a range of factors, and their variability on a seasonal, as well as tissue-specific, 
basis were investigated. In this chapter, I will summarise the main findings of the 
thesis, before providing a view of the cold tolerance mechanism employed by H. 
maori. I will then suggest future directions for this field of research, which still has 
many unanswered questions that I believe will hold rewarding answers. While the 
results of each chapter were discussed in their respective sections, in this chapter I 
will also discuss those implications that cross the boundaries between the separate 
sections.  
 
7.1 Summary of findings 
In Chapter 2, I investigated seasonal differences in supercooling point (SCP), 
osmolality, protein levels, as well as low molecular weight cryoprotectants, with 
various degrees of change observed on a seasonal basis as well as between different 
tissues. A rather surprising pattern of change in trehalose levels led to the suggestion 
of trehalose’s major function in H. maori being desiccation resistance rather than 
protection from freezing damage. The most prominent amino acid present was 
proline, and its role in the cold tolerance of H. maori was discussed. 
In Chapter 3, I investigated thermal hysteresis (TH) and recrystallisation 
inhibition activity (RIA) in H. maori. Unexpected seasonal changes in RIA were 
detected in the haemolymph, while no TH activity was found in any tissue, suggesting 
the possible protein responsible for the activity is a recrystallisation inhibition 
protein (RIP). Recrystallisation inhibition activity was strongest in the gut, suggesting 
that it was exposed to the most potential damage by ice. I also validated the use of the 
optical recrystallometer by comparing its results with the widely accepted splat 
freezing assay. This, I hope, will give more researchers the confidence to use the 
optical recrystallometer, which is a very useful technique for quickly screening a large 
number of samples for activity. 
In Chapter 4, I discovered more information about ice nucleation activity (INA) 
in H. maori. Ice nucleation activity was present throughout the year, but some 
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seasonal differences were observed. Previous research (Sinclair et al., 1999) had 
suggested that ice nucleation was possibly initiated in the gut rather than the 
haemolymph, which was supported by the results from this chapter. Furthermore, the 
site of nucleation was narrowed down as likely being the hindgut. Additionally, the 
theory that H. maori uses ice nucleating bacteria to freeze was proposed, which will 
need to be investigated further.  
In Chapter 5, I attempted to purify the ice active-agent(s) produced by H. 
maori. While this venture proved ultimately unsuccessful, new information about 
these factors was discovered. The apparent lack of ice-binding activity displayed is 
particularly interesting, as it would be the first instance of a recrystallisation 
inhibiting factor that does not bind to ice, challenging what is known about the 
underlying mechanisms of this activity. 
In Chapter 6, using dissection of a frozen specimen, as well as µCT imaging, I 
determined that the gut of H. maori does not appear to become osmotically 
dehydrated during freezing, but rather expands, while the haemolymph does appear 
to get drawn into surrounding tissues. These findings support the theory that ice 
nucleation is initiated in the wētā’s gut. 
 
7.2 Implications of seasonal and tissue specific differences 
A general trend of this thesis has been that in some cases quite different 
results were observed in different seasons and tissues. I believe this shows the 
importance of investigating a range of tissues, and seasons, when attempting to 
investigate the cold-tolerance mechanisms of insects. For example, had I only 
examined the haemolymph of H. maori for RIA in autumn, I would have come to the 
conclusion that this particular activity does not play a part in its cold-tolerance 
strategy (Chapter 3). However, also examining the gut, as well as investigating the 
activity in different seasons would suggest otherwise. This also highlights the 
problem with attempting to screen a large number of species quickly, suggesting that 




7.3 Recrystallisation inhibition and trehalose 
The results from Chapter 3 showed that RIA was absent from the haemolymph 
in autumn. Due to the risk of freezing being present throughout the year, this suggests 
that RIA is not necessary in the haemolymph to survive freezing. This raises the 
question of why RIA is found in the haemolymph in summer. 
A recent study has suggested that the ice active protein (IAP) found in the 
haemolymph of the freeze-avoiding beetle Dendroides canadensis is able to not only 
produce TH, but also inhibit the crystallisation of trehalose (Wen et al., 2016). 
Trehalose has a tendency to crystallise at low temperatures, so stopping this 
crystallisation may be important for D. canadensis (Wen et al., 2016). In Chapter 2, I 
reported that there appeared to be a trend of higher trehalose levels in the 
haemolymph of H. maori over the summer, with the suggested purpose of acting in 
desiccation tolerance. 
Keeping in mind that trehalose is prone to crystallise at low temperatures, and 
combining this knowledge with the fact that temperatures in the Rock and Pillar 
Range can drop to freezing levels in summer, a possible mechanism for the summer 
RIA in the wētā’s haemolymph could be the inhibition of trehalose crystallisation. 
Trehalose levels in the wētā’s haemolymph have been shown to reach concentrations 
at which Wen et al. (2016) observed crystallisation (Chapter 2 of this thesis; Neufeld 
and Leader, 1998b). While TH activity was not found as it was in the haemolymph of 
D. canadensis, the concentration of protein required to inhibit the crystallisation of 
trehalose was 25 times lower than that needed to produce TH (Wen et al., 2016).  
When wētā tissue was concentrated 20 times, TH was detectable, making the 
suggestion that the factor produced by H. maori is also able to inhibit trehalose 
crystallisation feasible. Since TH activity and RIA are thought to be caused by the 
same underlying mechanisms (Knight et al., 1984; Knight and Duman, 1986; Duman, 
2015), I believe it is equally feasible to suggest that the recrystallisation inhibiting 
factor could be also responsible for the inhibition of trehalose crystallisation. It has 
previously been suggested that ‘supersaturation proteins’ may be necessary to avoid 
the crystallisation of salts at high concentrations in some animals (Wright and 
Machin, 1993), so I suggest that in H. maori, RIPs serve such a role.  
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Due to the higher RIA in the winter and spring, without an accompanying 
increase in trehalose, it is possible that in these seasons, RIA is needed in the 
haemolymph to enable H. maori to survive freezing. An explanation for this 
observation could be that the temperatures the wētā is exposed to in winter and 
spring can be expected to be more severe, perhaps requiring more protection. While 
the same could be expected to hold true for autumn, where no activity was found, 
temperature data2 indicate that temperature was generally warmer in autumn than 
spring and winter. 
 
7.4 Possible ice propagation model 
I propose that ice formation is initiated in the lumen of the wētā’s hindgut, due 
to the strong INA found in the hindgut contents (Chapter 4). From there, I suggest 
that ice travels through the gut’s cells aided by ice nucleators found in the tissue, into 
the haemolymph. The gut tissue itself also contains ice nucleators, possibly as a back-
up system if the gut is empty. The use of ice recrystallisation inhibition factors 
(Chapter 3) probably acts to prevent these cells from being damaged by the ice, by 
controlling the size of the crystals. As the ice propagates through the gut cells, I 
suggest that some osmotic dehydration occurs ahead of the ice front, but not enough 
to prevent freezing altogether, explaining the apparent dehydration of the 
haemolymph without observable shrinkage in the gut (Chapter 6). Ice eventually 
reaches the haemocoel where the remaining haemolymph is frozen. In addition to the 
ice active factors, the accumulation of cryoprotectants, especially proline (Chapter 2), 
is suggested to aid in the prevention of damage. 
This theory hinges on the ability of gut tissue cells to survive freezing. 
Conflicting reports from previous studies of different tissues (Sinclair and Wharton, 
1997; Neufeld and Leader, 1998b) mean that intracellular freezing survival in the 
wētā cannot be ruled out. Care will have to be taken to alter as few of the conditions 
as possible that cells would experience in vivo when investigating this survival. With 
additional work on refining the technique, alternatively perhaps µCT (Chapter 6) 
could be employed to observe cells in vivo to test this theory, or synchroton X-ray 
                                                          
2 http://cliflo.niwa.co.nz/   
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visualisation could be used (Sinclair et al., 2009). However, it is also possible that the 
ice does not go through the cells themselves, but across cell junctions (Sinclair and 
Renault, 2010). Either way, further research will be needed to establish this. 
 
7.5 Future research 
Some future research directions have already been mentioned in this thesis so 
far. In these sections, I aim to highlight some more areas that I believe will yield 
interesting answers for the future of the study of H. maori, and the field of insect cold 
tolerance in general. 
7.5.1 Identification of cold-responsive genes 
A promising method that has been applied to study the mechanisms 
underlying the cold tolerance of insects has been to study the upregulation of genes in 
response to cues such as low temperatures (Michaud and Denlinger, 2010; Storey and 
Storey, 2012). With a combination of high-throughput sequencing and RNA-Seq, the 
investigation of genes can be expanded to include species where little to no prior 
knowledge of their genetics is available, as shown in a recent study by Dunning et al. 
(2013). This study aimed to examine the upregulation of genes in the New Zealand 
stick insect Micrarchus nov. sp. 2 in response to low temperatures. No prior genomic 
knowledge about this species existed, yet Dunning et al. (2013) were able to discover 
three candidate genes involved in its response to cold. The genes identified had not 
been identified as involved in cold tolerance in other insects, further highlighting the 
benefits of the assumption-free techniques employed.  
A study similar to this could be done on H. maori to investigate changes in gene 
expression made in response to cold exposure. Due to the approach used by Dunning 
et al. (2013) not making any assumptions about which genes to investigate, novel 
ways in which H. maori protects itself from the cold may be identified, which may be 





7.5.2 Trehalose crystallisation 
As discussed in 7.2, a possible function of the IAPs in H. maori could be the 
prevention of trehalose crystallisation in its haemolymph. I suggest that conducting a 
study similar to that done by Wen et al. (2016) would be a relatively simple and fast 
way of establishing if this is the case. Furthermore, to expand on this study should it 
be found that the IAPs indeed inhibit trehalose crystallisation, it is possible that this 
relationship can be exploited in a way similar to how the relationship between ice 
binding proteins and ice is used (Kuiper et al., 2003; Marshall et al., 2016). Wen et al. 
(2016) speculate that the IAPs prevent the proto-nuclei of trehalose from growing 
into crystals until insufficient protein is present to keep inhibiting them.  
The exact mechanism of inhibition is not clear. Should the proteins bind to the 
proto-nuclei, however, it is possible that when their activity fails and the crystals 
grow, that the proteins are trapped in the trehalose crystal, similar to how IAPs are 
trapped in the advancing ice front of the cold finger ice binding technique (Kuiper et 
al., 2003). If this should turn out to be the case, it could present a novel way of 
purifying these proteins by recovering the trehalose crystals. While this is entirely 
speculative and depends on several assumptions holding true, I believe it is 
nevertheless a worthwhile research project to pursue. 
Additionally, Wen et al. (2016) found that trehalose strengthens the activity of 
IAPs. This is not the first time such an effect by a substance on the activity of an IAP 
has been observed (Li et al., 1998; Duman, 2002; Duman and Serianni, 2002). The 
effect of trehalose and other substances such as glycerol on the various ice binding 
activities, chiefly INA and RIA, should therefore be investigated. 
7.5.3 Characterisation of ice active proteins 
I believe that one of the most interesting directions to take this field will be to 
identify and characterise the IAPs produced by H. maori. Despite years of knowledge 
of their existence, to date no RIP, or ice nucleation protein (INP), has been properly 
characterised from any insect. While TH producing proteins have been studied more 
extensively (although still only in a limited number of insects), and INPs from bacteria 
and fungi have been characterised (Duman et al., 2010), this gap in knowledge should 
be filled as soon as possible. This sentiment is shared by other researchers, with 
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recent calls for such research to be carried out (Duman et al., 2010; Lee, 2010; Davies, 
2014; Duman, 2015).  
As demonstrated by the failure of the cold finger ice binding technique in 
Chapter 5, and so far the newly developed ice shell purification (Marshall et al., 2016) 
also yielding no useable results (C. J. Marshall, pers. com.), it is clear that more 
traditional means of purification will have to be employed. I suggest that a good 
starting point may be to use size-exclusion chromatography in concert with the 
optical recrystallometer (Chapter 3) to quickly screen a large number of fractions for 
RIA. 
7.5.4 Experimental manipulation of cryoprotectant levels 
Most of the studies investigating the effect of cryoprotectant levels in insects 
are correlative in nature. Exceptions exist, however, where cryoprotectant levels have 
been manipulated experimentally (e.g. Kostal et al., 2011c; Kostal et al., 2012). Studies 
of such a nature can reveal other functions of these substances, for example proline’s 
apparent facilitation of vitrification (Kostal et al., 2011c). Such studies could be 
valuable if extended to H. maori, especially to investigate the effect of changing 
proline levels on various cold-tolerance measures. Proline appears to be the major 
amino acid accumulated on a seasonal basis (Chapter 2) so learning more about its 
effects should prove interesting. 
The concentration of proline could be manipulated using diet (Kostal et al., 
2011c; Kostal et al., 2012) and possibly by enzymatic control. A problem with this 
proposed investigation, however, is that some aspects of cold tolerance, specifically 
lower lethal temperature calculations, require large numbers of animals to estimate 
accurately. A better candidate animal for this investigation may be the alpine 
cockroach Celatoblatta quinquemaculata, although it is currently not known whether 
it naturally accumulates proline on a seasonal basis. This study could be partly 
combined with the proposed study described in 7.4.2 of investigating the effects of 
various substances (including trehalose) on the activity of IAPs to make the most of 




7.5.5 Lower lethal temperature 
One possible mechanism underlying the wētā’s lower lethal temperature could 
involve ice crystals reaching a critical size at which point they cause irreversible 
damage. For this hypothesis, the amount of body water turned to ice would not have 
to increase above the observed 82%, which happens at temperatures above the lower 
lethal temperature (Ramløv and Westh, 1993), and there would be no additional 
exotherms, which Sinclair and Wharton (1997) observed to be the case. This theory 
would also explain the importance of RIA for the wētā. 
The difficult part of finding evidence for this hypothesis would be attempting 
to prove that the damage done to the wētā at the lower lethal temperature is due to 
an increase in crystal size. Perhaps with further work on the development of the µCT 
technique described in Chapter 6, ice could be better visualised in the body cavity. 
Comparisons of scans of wētā frozen below and above the lower lethal temperature 
may reveal ruptures or other such signs of damage. Taken together with another 
study into the size of ice crystals found in H. maori at different subzero temperatures, 
results from these studies may go some way to finding out what mechanisms may be 
involved in death at the lower lethal temperature. 
Another possible mechanism underlying the lower lethal temperature which 
should be investigated at the same time is the possible crystallisation of trehalose and 
other substances at low subzero temperatures. Wen et al. (2016) observed that 
trehalose dihydrate crystals increased in size with decreasing temperature. It is 
possible that when the lower lethal temperature is reached in H. maori that the 
factors suggested to inhibit the precipitation of trehalose (discussed in 7.2) are 
overpowered and crystal growth ensues (similar to what happens to ice crystals 
when the hysteresis freezing point is reached for thermal hysteresis proteins). This 
theory could be tested by investigating the crystallisation (and size of any crystals 
found) of trehalose and other solutes in haemolymph at different temperatures, 
especially above and below the lower lethal temperature.  
7.5.6 Intracellular freezing survival 
One version of the ice propagation model suggested in 7.3 requires wētā to be 
able to survive the formation of intracellular ice. That requirement, as well as a 
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current inability to rule out intracellular freezing survival (see 6.4.1) make the 
investigation of intracellular ice in H. maori a worthwhile goal. 
Studies to be carried out could involve simply extending the protocol of 
previous studies (Sinclair and Wharton, 1997) to include gut tissue, as well as 
increasing the range of nucleation temperatures (and thereby freezing rate), which 
would lead to relatively quick, but important answers. 
 
7.6 Conclusions 
In this thesis, I have explored the cold-tolerance mechanisms of the New 
Zealand alpine wētā, Hemideina maori. I have contributed to the knowledge of how 
this species is able to survive in its harsh environment, and some of my discoveries 
are applicable to the wider field of cold-tolerance mechanisms of insects in general. 
While many questions still remain to be answered, I have also identified avenues of 
further research which should prove useful in contributing to the ever increasing pool 
of knowledge. The physiological responses of insects in response to low temperatures 
are many and interconnected, and it is often difficult to tease them apart. However, 
learning more about these responses is rewarding, and holds the potential for many 
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Appendix 1 – Wētā details for seasonal study 
Wētā 
number 




1 M 3.47 Dissection Winter 
2 M 0.89 SCP Winter 
3 M 6.53 Dissection Winter 
4 M 2.29 SCP Winter 
5 F 1.80 SCP Winter 
6 M 1.24 SCP Winter 
7 M 5.31 Dissection Winter 
8 F 6.11 Dissection Winter 
9 M 8.07 SCP Spring 
10 F 4.71 SCP Spring 
11 M 5.58 SCP Spring 
12 M 5.89 SCP Spring 
13 M 4.13 Dissection Spring 
14 F 2.61 Dissection Spring 
15 F 7.14 Dissection Spring 
16 F 5.97 Dissection Spring 
17 F 8.25 SCP Summer 
18 M 8.41 Dissection Summer 
19 M 7.89 SCP Summer 
20 F 5.67 Dissection Summer 
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21 F 6.41 Dissection Summer 
22 F 6.20 SCP Summer 
23 F 7.65 SCP Summer 
24 F 6.90 Dissection Summer 
25 F 6.58 SCP Autumn 
26 F 5.16 SCP Autumn 
27 M 5.73 SCP Autumn 
28 F 3.70 SCP Autumn 
29 M 3.73 Dissection Autumn 
30 F 5.92 Dissection Autumn 
31 M 6.44 Dissection Autumn 



















Software=Version 1. 5 (build 21) 
Home directory=C:\Skyscan1172 
Source Type=Hamamatsu 100/250 
Camera=Hamamatsu 10Mp camera 
Camera Pixel Size (um)=   11.45 
CameraXYRatio=0.9960 
Incl.in lifting (um/mm)=-1.7500 
[Acquisition] 
Data directory=D:\User Raw Data\Dominik\Frozen Wētā 
Filename Prefix=WētāFrozen_ 
Number of Files=  490 
Source Voltage (kV)=  40 
Source Current (uA)= 250 
Number of Rows= 1048 
Number of Columns= 2000 
Image crop origin X=   0 




Image Pixel Size (um)=   17.34 
Object to Source (mm)=260.844 
Camera to Source (mm)=344.453 
Vertical Object Position (mm)=13.138 
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Exposure (ms)=   590 
Rotation Step (deg)=0.400 
Frame Averaging=ON (4) 
Random Movement=ON (4) 




Flat Field Correction=ON 
Rotation Direction=CC 
Scanning Trajectory=ROUND 
Type Of Motion=STEP AND SHOOT 
Study Date and Time=Sep 22, 2015  09:53:59 
Scan duration=00:37:42 
Maximum vertical TS=5.0 
[Reconstruction] 
Reconstruction Program=NRecon 
Program Version=Version: 1.6.10.2 
Program Home Directory=C:\Program Files\Skyscan Programs 
Reconstruction engine=GPUReconServer 
Engine version=Version: 1.6.10 
Reconstruction from batch=No 
Postalignment=-1.50 





Time and Date=Sep 22, 2015  10:19:56 
First Section=1 
Last Section=1047 
Reconstruction duration per slice (seconds)=0.076409 
Total reconstruction time (1047 slices) in seconds=80.000000 
Section to Section Step=1 
Sections Count=1047 
Result File Type=TIF 
Result File Header Length (bytes)=12 
Result Image Width (pixels)=992 
Result Image Height (pixels)=992 
Pixel Size (um)=17.34967 
Reconstruction Angular Range (deg)=195.60 
Use 180+=OFF 
Angular Step (deg)=0.4000 
Smoothing=5 
Smoothing kernel=0 (Asymmetrical boxcar) 
Ring Artifact Correction=20 
Draw Scales=ON 
Object Bigger than FOV=OFF 
Reconstruction from ROI=ON 
ROI Top (pixels)=1477 
ROI Bottom (pixels)=483 
ROI Left (pixels)=395 
ROI Right (pixels)=1389 
ROI reference length=2000 




Filter type description=Hamming (Alpha=0.54) 
Undersampling factor=1 
Threshold for defect pixel mask (%)=0 
Beam Hardening Correction (%)=20 
CS Static Rotation (deg)=0.00 
Minimum for CS to Image Conversion=0.004073 
Maximum for CS to Image Conversion=0.053589 
HU Calibration=OFF 
BMP LUT=0 
Cone-beam Angle Horiz.(deg)=7.610684 
Cone-beam Angle Vert.(deg)=3.992256 
 
 
 
